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The siren song of alcohol

CHRISTY AUMER/THE DAILY IOWAN

A woman is lifted onto a stretcher by two paramedics and two firefighters on the evening of Oct. 25. The woman was later taken to UI Hospital and Clinics for medical care.
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OUNG men and women in Iowa City aren’t just going out and getting drunk

MORE ON THE PROJECT

anymore. Compared with five years ago, a greater number of them are going out

• Read the Editorial Board’s approach to
effectively confront binge drinking. 6A

and

risking

blackouts,

injury,

and

even

death,

a
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investigation shows. They are often hysterical and obliterated, bloodied and vomitsoaked. And more of them require the services of Johnson County ambulance
paramedics. METRO, 4A

• Log on to dailyiowan.com to see
photos and video from eight ride-a-longs.
• Watch Daily Iowan TV (campus
channel 4, cable channel 17) at 9:30 p.m.
today for an exclusive report.
• Go behind the scenes with reporters at
noon today on The Lab @ KRUI:
www.kruiradio.org/listen

Hawk Nation Family, friends honor Ponseti
eyes Miami
Celebration brings together Ponseti family, patients, and supporters.
By SAM LANE

samuel-lane@uiowa.edu

Fans ready to fly south to Florida
for bowl berth.
By CHRIS CURTLAND
christopher-curtland@uiowa.edu

Local travel agents
began feverishly booking
fans’ trips to Miami on
Sunday night as the news
broke that the Hawkeyes
will play in the Orange
Bowl on Jan. 5, 2010.
Unclear if Iowa would
play in the Orange Bowl or
Fiesta Bowl until early
Sunday evening students,
alumni, and other Hawkeye football enthusiasts
scrambled to snag the best
deals.
Packages are selling for
upwards of $2,000.
Until the Hawkeyes officially started seeing

orange around 7 p.m.,
Winebrenner Red Carpet
Travel in Iowa City had
already booked some 700
Hawkeye fans on a
Fiesta Bowl package.
SEE BOWL, 3A

While riding in a taxi
cab with wife Helena Ponseti and son Bill on a vacation to Spain, Ignacio Ponseti noticed the driver had
an interesting name.
Ponseti, perhaps the
UI’s most well-known
medical professional,
explained to the driver he
had treated a patient with
a similar name during the
Spanish Civil War.
“Oh,”
the
driver
remarked. “You must be
Dr. Ponseti.”
Ponseti had helped the
taxi driver’s father after
he had been injured during combat.
This was just one of the
memories shared on Sunday as hundreds gathered
at the Coralville Marriott
Hotel and Conference Center to celebrate the doctor
who continues to gain
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worldwide
recognition.
Ponseti
died on Oct.
18
at
age 95.
Many
attendees
Ponseti
came from
Iowa, where 1914-2009
Ponseti
practiced medicine for over
60 years, while others came
from half a world away.
“This showed great support for a wonderful man,”
said Bill Ponseti, the doctor’s son. “Few people have
the chance to affect something that heavily.”
Ponseti, a UI professor
emeritus, was known for
his groundbreaking treatment of a congenital disease called clubfoot. With
this disease, newborns’
feet are turned inwards
and, if gone untreated,
may cause the child to
walk with the sides

ROB JOHNSON/THE DAILY IOWAN

Ralph and Marcia Congdon speak with Helena Percas-Ponseti at the
memorial service for her husband, Ignacio Ponseti, on Sunday at
the Coralville Marriott Hotel and Convention Center. Marcia was
cured of her scoliosis by Ponseti when she was 12. Ponseti, known
worldwide for his non-surgical method of curing clubfoot, died on
Oct. 18.
of her or his feet.
“The Ponseti Method,” a
non-surgical treatment
which the doctor developed in the 1940s, involves
a careful stretching and
casting of the foot in order

to make it normal.
Sunday’s event featured
speeches from a number of
Ponseti’s peers, friends,
and family.
SEE PONSETI, 3A
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The Hawkeye football team is BCS-bound. Check out our web edition to see Daily
Iowan sports reporters discuss Iowa’s bowl bid.
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Peace Corps a plus,
volunteers stress
Peace Corps sees largest number of applications in more than a decade.
By LAUREN MILLS
lauren-mills@uiowa.edu

UI alumna Fran Boyken
lived for 27 months in the
island nation of the Philippines, almost 8,000 miles
away from her desk in the
UI’s Study Abroad Office.
Boyken, 25, now works as
the UI Peace Corps campus
representative, conducting
monthly meetings, making
classroom visits, and interviewing applicants.
In the Philippines,
Boyken co-taught with highschool English teachers. She
lived with a host family in a
compound of six homes, all
containing extended family
members. Ten people lived
in her house.
“It was sometimes a
rather lively place,” she said,
in describing how the group
gathered to do laundry, gossip, or cook. “At first, it was a
very big adjustment.”
She worked in the UI
Office of Study Abroad
while she was a student
and applied to be the office’s
Peace Corps representative
while still overseas.
“I interviewed about
three days after I came back
to Iowa City, so I was really
jet lagged,” Boyken said.
The application process
for the two-year stint can
last up to a year, making it a
commitment, she said, and
part of the reason for the
lengthy process is the recent
increase in applicants.
Recruitment nationwide
reached 15,386 during
2009 — the largest number
of applicants in more than
a decade — and that represents an increase of 18 percent over last year’s

Police arrested a former
accounting firm employee after
she allegedly used a client’s
account information to pay her
own bills.
Tabatha Benningfield, 24, address
unknown, was charged with firstdegree theft and identity theft.
Using the client’s account
information, Benningfield and a
codefendant allegedly paid more
than $10,000 worth of their own
bills without authorization from
the victim, police said.
They made payments by phone
and through the Internet to
numerous vendors, including
Harley-Davidson,
Financial
Services, U.S. Cellular, and Alliant
Energy, police said.
First-degree theft is a Class C
felony, generally punishable by
up to 10 years in prison and a fine
of up to $10,000. Identity theft is
a Class D felony, generally punishable by up to five years in
prison and a fine of up to $7,500.
— by Marleen Linares

Lack of vitamin D
linked to lymphoma
progression
Researchers from the UI and
Mayo Clinic have found that the
amount of vitamin D in patients
being treated for diffuse large Bcell lymphoma was strongly associated with cancer progression
and overall survival. The results
are being presented at the annual meeting of the American
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Fran Boyken talks in the Office for Study Abroad in the Old Capitol Centre on Dec. 4. Boyken worked in
the Philippines for the Peace Corps and now assists UI students in deciding if the Peace Corps is an option
for them.
recruitment, according to a
Peace Corps press release.
From the stack of hopefuls that first approach representatives, approximately
one-third will be accepted.
“In middle and high
school, kids are really growing up in a culture that
encourages giving back and
traveling,” said Casey Lowman, the public-affairs
assistant for the Chicago
office. Another catalyst for
the jump could be President
Obama’s call to service,
which was part of his 2008
campaign, she said.
The Peace Corps, a part of
the U.S. government, sends
volunteers to countries and
communities that request
assistance. The countries
identify the skill sets they
need, the largest ones being

education, health, and business development. In total,
more than 7,000 volunteers
in 74 different host countries are working for the
Peace Corps.
The majority of people
working in the regional
offices have volunteered
abroad, Lowman said,
demonstrating
the
emphasis the organization places on raising
awareness back home.
Lowman’s office looks over
the many campus representatives across the Midwest.
Before Boyken, Becky
Johnson held the position
of UI representative. Johnson, who works as a nurse
in the UI Hospitals and
Clinics, volunteered in
Madagascar as a community health volunteer.

Society of Hematology, which
runs Dec. 5 to Tuesday.
The researchers’ study of 374
newly diagnosed diffuse large Bcell lymphoma patients found
that 50 percent had deficient
vitamin D levels. Patients with
deficient vitamin D levels had a
1.5 times greater risk of disease
progression and two times
greater risk of dying, compared
with patients with optimal vitamin D levels after accounting for
other patient factors associated
with worse outcomes.
The researchers participate in
the UI/Mayo Clinic Lymphoma
Specialized Program of Research
Excellence. Researchers from the
UI included George Weiner and
Brian Link.
— by Sam Lane

issues, and we feel that she is
very qualified,” Derksen said.
Cardella will run against
Rettig, who is the Democratic
Party’s nominee.
— by Scott Raynor

GOP picks Cardella for
supervisor election
County
Johnson
The
Republican Party nominated Lori
Cardella for the upcoming county
Board of Supervisors election on
Jan. 19, 2010.
The seat was vacated when
former Supervisor Larry Meyers
died on Sept. 22. A committee
consisting of the Johnson County
auditor, treasurer, and recorder
appointed Janelle Rettig to the
spot in October.
After she was approached by
the Johnson County Republicans,
Cardella collected more than
8,000 signatures to initiate the
special election, said Deb
Derksen,
Johnson
County
Republican Party cochairwoman.
“We wanted someone who
feels passionately about the

Woman charged
with OWI
Iowa City police arrested a
woman after she allegedly drove
drunk into a yard behind a house
early Dec. 5.
Sara Shivapur, 24, 437 N. First
Ave., was charged with OWI.
Police responded to a call
around 3 a.m. and found the car
still running with Shivapour
passed out behind the wheel,
police said.
Shivapour was found with
vomit on her clothing, strong
odor of alcohol, and poor balance, and she was very disoriented, police said.
Shivapour took two tests to
determine her blood-alcohol content. The preliminary breath test
showed a blood-alcohol content
of .155, and the DataMaster test
showed a .146 blood-alcohol content. The legal limit to operate a
vehicle is .08.
First-offense OWI is a serious
misdemeanor, punishable by up to
one year in jail and a fine of $1,250.
— by Marleen Linares

after hours, and PAULA.
Cyle Hawkins, 19, 1556 First Ave. S.
Apt. 3, was charged Dec. 4 with breaking or tampering with ramp gate.
Ian Koehler, 22, 15155 California
Ave., was charged Dec. 4 with OWI.
Jamie Lick, 19, 626 S. Van Buren
St. Apt. 1, was charged Sunday
with public intoxication and fifthdegree theft.
Zackary Martin, 19, 511 Reinow,
was charged Dec. 4 with public
intoxication.
Melissa Mckeag, 19, 2351 Sussez
Lane N.E., was charged Dec. 5
with public intoxication.
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“You learn so much about
other cultures and countries, so it is a goal to bring
that back,” she said.
Boyken said she advises
students to consider the
organization as an opportunity to immerse themselves in a new culture,
meet new people, and gain
valuable skills.
“Every year more and
more people recognize that
the Peace Corps are a professional organization,” she
said, and many of the
returning volunteers she
spoke with said the experience provided an edge to
their résumé.

Forestview Trailor Court, and
Rogelio Fernandez, 23, address
unknown, were both charged with
first-degree robbery.
The two men entered the
Valparaiso Western Wear, 212
First Ave., and were shopping for
several minutes before they
allegedly displayed a knife and
threatened two store employees,
police said.
The suspects took money and
merchandise, according to reports.
Police reported Murcia made a
full confession to his involvement in the crime.
First-degree robbery is a Class
B felony, generally punishable by
up to 25 years in prison.
— by Marleen Linares

Man charged with
assault

Police arrested two Iowa City
men after they allegedly robbed
a store on Dec. 5.
Jose Murcia, age unknown, 28

Police arrested an Iowa City man
after he allegedly bit a bar employee on the shoulder and back.
Meredyth Rice, 22, 831 E.
Jefferson St., was charged with
assault causing bodily injury.
According to reports, Rice was in
the Union Bar, 121 E. College St.
around 12:15 a.m. on Sunday. The
employees attempted to escort Rice
out of the bar after he refused
requests for him to leave, police said.
The victim said Rice then allegedly became violent and bit the bar
employee on his shoulder and back,
police said, leaving bite marks. The
employee’s skin was swollen,
bruised and individual teeth impressions were visible, police said.
Assault causing bodily injury is
a serious misdemeanor and is
generally punishable by up to one
year in jail and a $1,500 fine.
— by Marleen Linares

Nicholas Mitchell, 21, Cedar Rapids,
was charged Dec. 4 with firstdegree harassment and stalking.
Kimberly Nebel, 42, Mount
Vernon, was charged Dec. 3 with
fifth-degree theft.
Melissa Peirce, 25, 605 1⁄2 Wempel
St., was charged Dec. 5 with driving with a revoked license.
Charles Riley, 20, 435 S. Dodge
St., was charged Dec. 4 with public intoxication.
Brittany Rios, 19, 1506 Yewell
St., was charged Dec. 5 with
domestic abuse.
Holli Rustan, 21, Coralville, was

charged Sunday with OWI.
Gregory Shaeffer, 61, 218 Kimball
Road, was charged Sunday with OWI.
Anthony Unruh, 21, 327 E. College
St. Apt. 1727, was charged Sunday
with keeping a disorderly house.
Timothy Washington, 22, 1901
Gryn St., was charged Feb. 19 with
fifth-degree theft.
Don Wilkes, 20, 806 E. College
St. No. 4, was charged Nov. 7 with
permit gatherings to use controlled substances.
Tallen Wilmoth, 18, 2801 Highway
6 E. Lot 200, was charged Dec. 1
with criminal trespass.

Two charged with
robbery
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POLICE BLOTTER
Blair
Birkett, 18, 434C
Mayflower, was charged Dec. 4
with PAULA and presence in a bar
after hours.
Emily Brimmo, 35, Cedar Rapids,
was charged Dec. 5 with OWI.
Jessica Cepeda, 20, 101
Mayflower, was charged Dec. 3
with fourth-degree theft.
Leah Degrazia, 18, 434D
Mayflower, was charged Dec. 4
with presence in a bar after hours.
Kyler Fuller, 18, 319A Mayflower,
was charged Dec. 4 with unlawful
use of authentic driver license or
ID of another, presence in a bar
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Woman charged
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2. Officials: Chemistry Building report faulty
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BOWL
CONTINUED FROM 1A

ROB JOHNSON/THE DAILY IOWAN

Reginald Cooper speaks at a celebration service for Ignacio Ponseti on Sunday at the Coralville Marriott
Hotel and Convention Center. Ponseti came to the UI in 1941 after escaping from Spain after the Spanish
Civil War. Ponseti, known worldwide for his non-surgical method of treating clubfoot, died on Oct. 18.

PONSETI
CONTINUED FROM 1A
Reginald Cooper, one of
Ponseti’s students and an
eventual colleague, was
the first to talk and spoke
fondly about his memories of time spent with
the pioneer doctor.
“His d e d i c ati o n t o
teaching and impeccable
care consumed a major
port io n o f h i s l i fe,”
Cooper said.
Aft e r th e c e r e m o n y
end ed, th e atte n d e e s
gathered outside the ballroom to p ay the i r
respects to the Ponseti
family and reminisce over
the doctor’s kind spirit
and
i mme asu r a b l e
impact.
“I t ’s h ar d to kn o w
where to begin and where
to end ,” sai d M o n t e
Schwartz, a Bettendorf
man whose three-and-ahalf-year-old daughter
Gianna was treated for
clubfoot using the Ponseti
method. “We don’t know
where [ o u r d au g h t e r ]
would be without him.”
I n a d d i ti o n to th o s e
from Iowa and patients
treated with the Ponseti
met ho d , d o c to r s fr o m
around the world gathered to honor a figure
who
drove
th e i r
own work.

‘We were blessed with a unique man who brings
us together. He was sublime, humble and his
goals were simple: He wanted people to become
free of disease and illness. We love him for that.’
— Paul Etre,
UI Hospitals and Clinics orthopaedics administrator

“I feel like I owe him a
l o t ,”
said
A m n uay
Jirasirikul, a pediatric
o rt h o p e d i s t wh o ca m e
fr o m Th a i l a n d fo r the
me m o r i a l . “A l l o f m y
p a t i e n t s h av e h e a l ed
b e a u t i fu l l y u s i n g t he
method.”
Paul Etre, the UI Hospitals
and
C l i n ic s
orthopaedics administrator and one of Ponseti’s
closest friends, recalled
memories of his time with
the doctor.
Etre said he introduced
Ponseti to the world of
pop music. His favorite
s o n g was To m Jo n es ’
“Im p o s s i b l e Dre a m,”
s o m e t h i n g E t re s a i d
might as well be called
Po n set i
“Ig n a ci o
personified.”
On Sunday, the upbeat
sound of violin strings
echoed through the conference center — a fitting
t ri b u t e t o a m a n who
truly loved both music
and medicine.
“We were blessed with
a unique man who brings

Ignacio V. Ponseti
A full life
• 1914: Ponseti is born in
Menorca, Spain
• 1941: Arthur Steindler, the
head of UI orthopaedics at
the time, invites Ponseti to
work in his department
• 1944: Becomes a member of
the UI orthopaedic staff
• 1984: Because of a university rule, Ponseti is forced into
retirement; he is asked to
return in the 1990s to focus
on clubfoot treatment
• 2009: Ponseti dies in Iowa City

Terry Tegen, the company’s general manager,
was i n t he pr oc es s o f
s wi t chi ng t r avel er ’s
plans late Sunday night.
“It’ll be really crazy
here till about midnight,
all day tomorrow, and
the next day,” he said.
“ T her e won’t be any
phone lines available.”
In Januar y of t his
year, Winebrenner took
ar ound 850 Hawk eye
fans t o t he Out back
B owl i n Tam pa, F l a . ,
Tegan said. But for 2010,
especially after all the
registration for the Fiest a B owl pack age, he
expects that number to
at least double.
The Hawkeyes’ only
Orange Bowl game was
in 2003, when they lost
to Southern California.
“The Orange Bowl is a
really big deal, and the
Hawks had an unbelievable season,” he said.
“They deserve it.”
T he s eas on was so
spectacular, UI senior
Jus t i n Har r i l l di dn’t
miss a single home game
and bought hi s bow l
t i ck et befor e he eve n
knew t he Hawk eyes’
destination.
He and 10 friends usually enter Kinnick Stadi-
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‘It’ll be really crazy here till about midnight, all
day tomorrow, and the next day. There won’t
be any phone lines available.’
— Terry Tegen, the company’s general manager
um as early as possible
to snag front row seats
in the student section,
he said, and in January
the same group w ill
“road-trip it” to Florida
and then split hotel costs
for three to four nights.
The Hawkeyes will go
up against the Georgia
Tech Yellow Jackets, who
received an automatic
spot in the Orange Bowl
af ter
w inning
the
Atlantic Coast Conference title.
“I’m definitely happy
with the selection,” the
engineering major said.
“I’m predicting a good
Hawkeye victory.”
For his trip to Miami,
UI senior Mark Bowers
is expecting a few days
on the beach, a couple
chances to check out the
nightlife, and a visit to
the Miami’s Everglades
S af ari to see some
swamps and alligators.
The game will also be
fun, he said.
“I’ve been to the Alamo
[Bowl] before, but without a doubt, this will be
the biggest bowl game
I’ve ever been to,” he
said. “It’s also the greatest Hawkeye team I’ve

ever seen play.”
Like Harrill, Bowers
plans to save money by
“packing a car as full as
it’ll get” and driving to
the bowl game. He also
plans to book a hotel
soon, af ter f inding a
good deal to split with
friends. His goal is to
only spend $50 on lodging.
Travel agencies such
as Winebrenner are
offering packages that
range from about $1,000
to $2,000.
Though driving is the
popular means of student travel, the owner of
Hawkeye World Travel,
Annette Reed, said she
has seen a lot of interest
in f light plans. The
response to this year’s
bowl packages has been
much larger than recent
years, she said.
“So far, we’ve already
received several hundred phone calls,” she
said. “H aw keyes are
devoted f ans. They’ll
f ar
f or
travel
their games.”

Santa season

Source: Paul Etre, Helena
Percas-Ponseti

ON DAILY IOWAN TV
Watch a video report on
Ponseti’s memorial on
dailyiowan.com.

us together,” Etre said.
“He was sublime, humble
and his goals were simple: He wanted people to
become free of disease
and illness. We love him
for that.”
JULIE KOEHN/THE DAILY IOWAN

NATION
Smart case
competency hearing
begins second week
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — A
psychiatrist is expected in federal court Monday to discuss
the religious writings of
Elizabeth Smart’s alleged
abductor, a self-proclaimed
prophet who is said to have
claimed in his work that she
went with him willingly as a
young girl and with the permission of her parents.
Brian David Mitchell drafted
the “Book of Immanuel David

Isaiah II” after his arrest and
interrogations by police in
March 2003, according to
Michael Welner, a doctor in
New York. In the work, Mitchell
addresses the charges levied
against him and writes that no
weapons or violence were used
when Smart was taken from
her home in June 2002.
“He clothes his defense in a
religious document,” Welner
said Friday in U.S. District
Court. “But it’s advocacy, he’s
making his best argument.”
Welner has been paid
$500,000 to evaluate Mitchell for
federal prosecutors. A 10-day

hearing is being held in Salt Lake
City to determine whether
Mitchell, 56, is competent to
stand trial. The competency hearing enters its second week
Monday.
Welner said the “Book of
Immanuel David Isaiah II” is an
addendum to a 27-page manifesto written a few months
before Smart’s abduction.
That tome, the “Book of
Immanuel David Isaiah,” outlines
Mitchell’s beliefs, drawing heavily
from the Bible and the Book of
Mormon, while also including
ideas from a New Age spiritualist,
a lymphologist and other writers.

Kyreese Fluker (left), 5, talks to Santa while Kaden Littleton, 3, listens at
the Moose Lodge on Dec. 5 during the 21st-annual Christmas party
hosted by the Homeless Children’s Trust and the Hawkeye Area
Community Action Program. Santa was among the visitors who came to
see the children. Check out dailyiowan.com for a photo slide show.
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Casualties of the ‘drinking culture’

CHRISTY AUMER/THE DAILY IOWAN

Responders try to help a man outside of the Airliner on Oct. 25. He was found passed out and later taken into the ambulance. “You’ve been downtown,” said Dave Dvorsky, assistant director of the Johnson County
Ambulance Service. “It’s one bad idea from a nightmare.”

By DANNY VALENTINE
daniel-valentine@uiowa.edu

The radio screeches. A
loud voice fills the
Dubuque Street ambulance
hub.
Two paramedics hasten
to their vehicle.
Lights. Sirens. Full
throttle.
The ambulance speeds to
One-Eyed Jakes. They find
a college-age man crumpled and abandoned on the
curb, his body immobilized
by alcohol.
All around, bar-goers
watch and yell and catcall.
Paramedics hoist the prone
body onto a stretcher, strap
him down, and load him
into the back of the brightly
lit ambulance.
Normally, it’s a onepatient ride. But not tonight.
Paramedic Darrin Hayes
adds another man at the
same stop, this one too
drunk to speak. He sways
silently on the vehicle’s
long, black bench as the
ambulance bumps the
short distance to the UI
Hospitals and Clinics.
The first man vomits, turning the crisp white stretcher
sheets shades of brown and
green. Hayes is barely fazed.
He and the 37 other paramedics see it all the time.
“They’re not just getting
drunk, they’re getting belligerently drunk to the
point where they are unresponsive,” said 14-year
Johnson County Ambulance Service paramedic
and longtime field supervisor Bob Libby.
A Daily Iowan investigation involving a study of
alcohol statistics, student
behavior, nearly a dozen
hours riding along with
ambulances, and more
than 20 interviews found
that UI students are getting substantially more
intoxicated than in recent
years, commonly imbibing
dangerously high and
sometimes lethal amounts.

The study found that:
• The average range of
blood-alcohol concentrations for students with alcohol-related
violations
referred to Health Iowa, a
branch of the UI Student
Health Service, rose from
0.13-0.17 to 0.18-0.25 in the
most recent five-year period. That level can result in
a high risk of injury or
blackouts, even death.
• The number of binge
drinkers continues to
increase, with women
catching up with men. In a
spring 2009 university survey, the increase in female
binge drinkers doubled the
increase seen in males
since spring 2007. Eightyone percent of men and 69
percent of women reported
consuming five or more
drinks in one sitting during
the previous two weeks,
according to the survey.
• Alcohol-related ambulance calls to downtown are
up 21.4 percent, a jump
from 238 to 289 in the last
five years, according to data
compiled by Professor
Emeritus John Neff, who
has studied local crime and
alcohol for the last 10 years.
• The amount of dangerous drinking has become so
severe that the number of
calls are putting a strain on
the ambulance service. It
has been hit with a 37 percent increase in overall
calls to downtown, a jump
of nearly 200 in five years.
A large percentage of those
calls come in at similar
times during the late night
and early morning, when
the action in the downtown
bars and parties peaks.
“There gets to be a tipping point,” said former UI
Provost Peter Nathan, a
nationally known expert on
alcoholism. If the trend
continues, “what will happen is there will be a rash
of serious crime, or there
will be some deaths, and
the City Council will do

A man vomits on
himself after paramedics placed him
in the ambulance
Oct. 31. The man
was taken from the
Pedestrian Mall on a
stretcher through
the Dubuque Street
walkway. Ambulance
calls to downtown
have increased 37
percent between
fiscal year 2005
and 2009.
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something draconian — or
the university will try to do
something very, very strict.
And those things would not
be successful.”
The campus, surrounded
by a city in which the number of liquor licenses has
mushroomed nearly 140
percent since 1983, has
struggled with underage
and binge drinking. Surveys frequently place the
university among the
“best” party schools. Bingedrinking rates among UI
students tower over those
at most other universities.
What authorities believe is
alcohol-induced male-onmale violence has recently
heightened safety concerns
throughout the community.
The city and university
are addressing unsafe
drinking through tough new
ordinances and regulations,
increased education, and
class-scheduling changes.
They also mounted a joint
front in March in the Partnership for Alcohol Safety.
But
the
dramatic
increase in drunkenness
among students and the

additional calls to the
ambulance service add a
element of urgency for
dealing with the problem.
On weekend nights, young
ambulance passengers are
often blacked out, bloodied,
vomit-drenched, screaming,
crying, angry, and confused.
They have drunk themselves to the hospital.

Along for the ride
It’s a Code 3, the most
severe. In a West Side
dorm, women peer out of
their rooms into the hallway, where a crowd of paramedics and police gathers.
An 18-year-old sits on the
floor in her room. Her chin
is covered in blood from a
fall earlier that night. Outside, another distraught
woman rushes through the
hallway to the stairwell and
begins wailing.
“Some very emotional
ladies,” a resident assistant quips.
An officer in the room
attempts to give the
woman a breath test.
“You’re not in trouble.

You’re not in trouble,” he
says reassuringly. She is
surrounded by police, paramedics, and firefighters.
The woman sits, not
speaking. She didn’t know
where she was, paramedics
later said.
After failing twice to blow
hard enough to activate the
breath test, she finally registers a blood-alcohol concentration of 0.299 — an
amount that slows her
breathing and could potentially stop her gag reflex,
causing her to choke on her
vomit and possibly die.
“All right, it’s time to go
to the hospital,” a paramedic says.
Once back in the ambulance, Chris Couch, a UI
medical student who was
training to become a paramedic at the time, asks for
the woman’s birthday. She
doesn’t respond.
Lying on the stretcher,
her eyes well with tears as
Couch takes her blood pressure. She lets out a faint
cry as an IV needle pierces
her skin. Paramedics need

to fill her body with a
saline solution to offset the
dangerous levels of alcohol
in her bloodstream.
It’s a short, expensive
trip, costing at least $634.
The basic fee for emergency
ambulance transport is
$534, but the use of an IV
makes it an advanced lifesupport call.
A few weeks later, her
father calls Johnson County
Ambulance Service Director
Steve Spenler. The father is
angry about the ride, contending she didn’t need it.
Spenler receives calls similar
to this several times a year.
Parents are furious about the
price tag — until he tells
them how much their children had drunk, he said.
“We’re seeing kids that
need to be under somebody’s care and quite often
need a transport to the university emergency room
and probably even have to
spend the night, maybe, in
the Intensive Care Unit,”
Spenler said. “I mean,
they’re that intoxicated.”
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Risking injuries and
blackouts
Outside the Summit Bar
and Restaurant in the
early hours of a September
Saturday, paramedics find
a bloodied student with a
large laceration over his
left eye. Moments earlier,
he had been punched in the
face. The 18-year-old says
he doesn’t know why.
“It is what it is,” he
repeats, rocking and staring blankly at the medical
equipment tucked neatly in
the ambulance cabin. Blood
dots his Hollister shirt and
khaki shorts.
“How long have you been
drinking?” paramedic Cody
Jacobsen asks.
“Since freshman year,”
he says, holding a piece of
gauze against his gash.
Jacobsen chuckles. The
man says he had been
drinking for about two and
half hours and hadn’t consumed that much —
around 12 or 13 beers.
That’s more than most students put down on any
given night.
In a university survey
this year, male students
reported consuming an
average of nine drinks during the last time they partied, up from seven in 2007.
Females reported an average of six, one more than
two years ago. Drinking
that much within two hours
constitutes binge drinking.
After a short trip across
the river, paramedics walk
the dazed man into the hospital through the ambulance garage. The paramedics return twice that
night, with two more college-age men suffering
head wounds. The first, discovered near hotelVetro,
has a large laceration on
the back of his head. A man
sucker-punched him for
checking out his girlfriend,
the guy says.
Another has a deep cut
on his face. He tells paramedics he doesn’t need to
go to the hospital. He has a
better idea: Find the person
who punched him. It doesn’t matter to him that he
might wind up with a scar
for the rest of his life.
“Do you have a medical
degree?” asks Hayes.
“I used to,” retorts the
student with a heavy
tongue. His friend giggles.
“I feel I can make an accurate decision.”
“Dude, you’re not making
any sense,” Hayes says.
“Are you telling me you
want to have a gash?”
The man eventually
concedes.
Hayes is used to the back
talk. They all are. Paramedics get chewed out, spit
on, swung at — and in the
case of three-and-a-halfyear veteran Dieter Friton,
proposed to.
Friton, originally from
Munich, Germany, who
came to Iowa City for love,
politely declined. He says
the woman broke down in
tears and asked him why
he didn’t think she was
pretty. Minutes earlier she
had belted out songs and
laughed, he recounted in a
heavy German accent.
Downtown calls similar
to these occupy a huge
chunk of paramedics’ time.
Busy weekend nights have
forced the ambulance service to add an extra twoparamedic shift during
peak hours.
“It takes all of our
resources and sticks them
downtown,” Spenler said.
One Thursday night, the
service ran 12 calls between
midnight and 5 a.m.
“In the middle of the
night, that’s quite a few,”
Libby said. It drains paramedics, he said. They typically work 24-hour shifts
and try to get bits of sleep
here and there. Getting
sleep on the weekends used
to be common.
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Paramedics found a woman at the intersection of Court and Clinton Streets on Oct. 25. Heavily intoxicated, the woman sat in the pool of her own vomit while another woman
stroked her hair. Paramedics cared for the crying woman all the way to the UI Hospitals and Clinics. “Don’t kill me,” she pleaded with them.
Now it’s rare.
Still,
given
their
resources, paramedics are
adamant that they are able
to serve the county.

‘The need is more out
there’
Around 3 a.m. one weekend morning, paramedics
arrive at a downtown
apartment-complex parking lot. A man lies sprawled
out atop a Toyota Camry.
Orange, blue, and purple
wristbands encircle his
forearm.
He smelled homeless,
paramedic Kristina Swanson later commented.
Jacobsen shakes him
and tells him to open his
eyes. He doesn’t. They load
him into the ambulance.
“Have you ever had an
IV?” Jacobsen asks, pricking his arm. The man jerks
back. His eyes remain shut.
“God, f— kid,” he says.
It’s not until Jacobsen
sticks a tube up the man’s
nose that he awakens.
“Ow,” the man yells. “Oh
my god, f— you.”
As the ambulance
bounces, he becomes belligerent, ripping the IV out
of his arm. He says he doesn’t need help. “I’m being
very, very,” he struggles,
“very, very coherent.”
The man tears off the
restraints, standing in the
ambulance as it pulls into
the hospital garage. Blood
drips over the floor. Swanson
hates blood over the floor.
Eventually, she calms
the man down, and he
enters the hospital.
Minutes after cleaning
up, the paramedics are
going again. This time it’s
to Lone Tree, approximately a 20-mile drive. An elderly man has fallen. He’s in
pain and spitting up something black. Paramedics
don’t know what’s wrong.
While they spend considerable time downtown,
paramedics serve all of the
county’s roughly 128,000
residents spread over 614
square miles. It’s a population that has grown by more
than 15 percent between
2000 and 2008, according to
the U.S. Census Bureau.
Last year, Spenler
requested extra funding for
staffing, but the Johnson
County Board of Supervisors rejected it. He asked
again this fall. Supervisors
say they’re trying to hold
the line on expenditures,
asking all departments to
cut 2 percent. There is only
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Paramedic Ben Caskey calls ahead to the hospital describing a
patient’s head laceration Sept. 5. The man, who was picked up near
hotelVetro, said he was sucker-punched for allegedly checking out
someone’s girlfriend.
a slim chance that the
department will get the
extra funds, Supervisor Pat
Harney said.
While calls across the
county are down this fall,
the
numbers
have
increased downtown.
“The need is more out
there,” Libby said.

Addressing the problem
The university and the
city have tried to combat
binge drinking for years,
and for years, the consumption rate has continued
to climb.
The Stepping Up Project
was a major past effort that
experts say was largely
unsuccessful because it
lacked substantial interaction with the community.
The group organized in the
mid-90s and received several grants to create more
recreational programs and
try to implement a new policy. Though never officially
disbanded, it petered out
around 2007.
In 2006, the university
created AlcoholEdu, a program that mandates students take a two-part
online course that discusses the effects of drinking
alcohol. The program
appears to be having a positive influence on students’
drinking habits. Students
who participated reported
having lower rates of binge
drinking, fewer blackouts,
and less risky behavior,
among other improvements, said Angela Reams,
a program administrator.
The university also has
moved more classes to Fridays. A yet-to-be-published
study by Michael Takacs, a
clinical assistant professor
of emergency medicine,
shows that the action
might be working.

Twenty-five percent
fewer students were seen
at UIHC with alcohol-related emergencies on Thursday nights and Friday
mornings last school year
than the previous one,
Takacs said.
The city has also been looking for solutions. Community
members have long discussed
making bars 21-only. But in
2007, the measure went to a
vote and lost by a slim margin after students and other
opponents mobilized.
City councilors recently
upped the punishment for
bars caught serving alcohol
to underage patrons, recommending that the state
deny three downtown bars’
liquor-license renewals
because of high numbers of
underage drinking tickets.
Their owners are contesting the ordinance both with
the Iowa Alcoholic Beverages Division and in the
local district court.
Perhaps most sweeping
in what it hopes to accomplish is the communitywide
effort Partnership for Alcohol Safety, established by
the Provost’s Office
last spring.
Such committees have
sprung up at several universities nationwide, and
many experts view them
as effective methods in
combating
excessive
drinking.
“There is no magic bullet,” said UI Provost Wallace
Loh. “It will take the
involvement of everybody.
This
is
everybody’s
problem.”
But since the committee
was formed, it has only
met two times. Many of the
six subcommittees have
met two or three times,
and they are still in the
preliminary, i n f o r m a t i o n - g a t h e r i n g stage.

Paramedics arrive as authorities arrest a man after an altercation
around bar close on Nov. 1. The number of liquor-license
establishments has increased nearly 140 percent since 1983.

The goal of all the efforts
is clear: Change the drinking culture. But how?
No university — let
alone one with some of the
highest binge-drinking
rates in the country — has
successfully conquered the
drinking problem on a universitywide basis, Nathan
said. Most success has
come with specific groups.
“We don’t really have a
template to deal with the
[drinking] problem as a
whole, because it hasn’t
happened before,” he said.
The university’s program is still rough. Much
of the data the UI could
use to measure success in
reducing binge drinking
haven’t been collected.
For example, in the
summer Loh said he wanted to lower the levels of
alcohol-related emergencyroom visits among students. The problem? The
hospital does not track
those numbers.
The Partnership for
Alcohol Safety subcommittee tasked with looking at
data wants to track crime
and health issues with
alcohol involved, said Doug
Beardsley, the director of

the Johnson County Public
Health Department and
subcommittee chairman.
The consensus seems to
be that the university and
city are progressing in the
right direction. But whether
they will get to a solution or
solutions remains to be
seen.

L a s t c a ll
Paramedics find a
woman sitting in a pool of
her own vomit near the corner of Clinton and Court
Streets. A friend strokes her
hair as puke stains her
royal-blue dress. Around
the pair, six emergency
workers hover. The woman
gags.
She is hoisted into the
ambulance, where she
cries and moans.
“Don’t kill me,” she
pleads.
“I’m not going to kill you
— that alcohol in your system might, though,” Jacobsen says.
“I know,” she said,
stretching the last word.
“I think you’ve had a little
bit too much,” Jacobsen
says.
“No,” she whimpers. “It’s
not my fault.

About the project
This story began as a simple investigation into increasing ambulance calls to the downtown area. It soon developed into much more. This project is the result of three months of interviews, analyzing a
considerable amount of data, and spending more than a combined total of 45 hours riding along with paramedics. We gathered roughly 12 hours of video and some 2,300 photos while observing interactions among
patients, law enforcement, and emergency responders.
Daily Iowan print, TV, and online reports rely on the following: interviews with Johnson County Ambulance Service Director Steve Spenler; paramedics Jason Andrews, Ben Caskey, Dave Dvorsky, Joseph Frederick, Dieter Friton,
Darrin Hayes, Cody Jacobsen, Bob Libby, Justin Mather, Kristina Swanson; local alcohol experts Peter Nathan, John Neff, Angela Reams and Michael Takacs; Partnership for Alcohol Safety members Doug Beardsley, Scott Ketelsen,
Chuck Peters, and Victoria Sharp; former Stepping Up Executive Committee Chair Jim Clayton; Iowa City police Sgt. Troy Kelsay; Assistant Vice President for UI police Chuck Green; UI Provost Wallace Loh; data from the 2008 Status
Report for the Iowa Bureau of Emergency Medical Services; AlcoholEdu 2008-2009 key findings; Iowa City police public intoxication records; Johnson County Ambulance Service statistics; and the U.S. Census Bureau; reports on
“Alcohol Use in our Community” by Health Iowa; “Binge Drinking at the UI” by Nathan; “Effects of Increased Alcohol Accessibility on College Student Drinking: A study of Iowa City from 1983-2005” by Dana Figlock, Jerry Suls, and
Nathan; “Iowa City and University of Iowa Alcohol-related Ambulance Calls and Emergency Room Visits” by Neff; “University of Iowa Health Assessment Data” report from spring 2009; as well as some off-the-record interviews.
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The spirit
of business

The comprehensive solutions
to solving the drinking problem
The anecdotes and numbers are stunning.
Hysterical, disoriented students, their senses saturated and overwhelmed by alcohol. Skyrocketing
ambulance calls to downtown Iowa City. Sharp
increases in blood-alcohol concentrations in the last
half-decade.
All point to the same thing: Iowa City, known for
its lively drinking culture, has become a bit too vivified. To call it binge drinking is a vast understatement — laughably so. Students’ alcohol consumption now regularly borders on lethal, as shown in
an extensive report in today’s Daily Iowan.
So what needs to be done?
All members of the community have a stake in
assuaging the danger associated with severe overconsumption. With a problem this complex, there is no
single remedy, save for a complete shift in current
student behavior. Still, there are a number of policies
and initiatives the city, UI, and bar owners should
consider.
• Shift the focus of police visits to public
intoxication. Merely focusing on underage
drinkers possessing alcohol clouds the true problem: overconsumption.
“What bothers me about this is for years there
has been unanimity that overconsumption is the
problem,” UI Professor Emeritus John Neff, who
has studied local crime and alcohol, told the DI.
“Instead, all of the effort has been on controlling
the age of drinking.”
He is right. Instead, police should aggressively
target public intoxication.
Police officers should continue to visit and monitor bars, but they should focus their efforts on
patrons consuming to much alcohol or acting belligerently. Officers can perform breath tests, and
they should begin asking patrons to submit to such
tests during their walk-throughs.
If the person blows under the legal limit for
intoxication, the officer should release the individual unless the patron is disturbing the peace.
Officers could issue underage drinkers PAULAs if
they blow over the legal limit (which is any amount
of alcohol for an underage individual). But the
intent of their visits shouldn’t be merely to bust
mildly inebriated 20-year-olds.
• Scrap the PAULA-specific bar-licensing
policy in favor of one that targets overconsumption. The City Council should enact a policy
similar to the current PAULA ratio rule, but more
expansive in its scope.
The city should keep track of how many alcoholrelated violations each bar receives within its premises over a quarter year, including PAULAs, public
intoxications, assaults, and any medical emergencies and ambulance calls. Each quarter, the City
Council should collaborate with the Iowa City police
to review bars’ numbers to determine their conduct.
Bars with high capacities should have higher
thresholds, and smaller bars’ thresholds should be
lower. If a bar exceeds its respective threshold during the quarter, officials would place the bar on a
quarterly probation. During this probationary period, bars could not sell anything but beer after 10:30
p.m. If a bar violated its probation, it would be in
danger of losing its liquor license.
This policy alteration would punish bars by forcing them to start serving their patrons more safely
while reducing the problems associated with overconsumption. Furthermore, it would give bar owners a reason to examine their bartenders’ serving
habits and examine what they need to change. In
addition, councilors should give the police more
license-renewal discretion than currently accorded.
• Make greek life wet, as well as one designated dorm and the revamped IMU. The protracted growth of risky behavior in downtown Iowa
City is partially attributable to the establishment
of a dry campus in 1995. Enacting a dry campus
consolidated alcohol-related activities on the
Pedestrian Mall, incubating a highly concentrated

JUSTIN SUGG
justin-sugg@uiowa.edu
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Pedestrians cross Washington Street during the evening
on Nov. 6.
and quick-tempered consort of students who have
helped create a culture of overconsumption. The
number of bars in or near downtown has increased
from 22 in 1995 to the current 36, according to an
analysis by the Editorial Board based on documents from the City Clerk’s Office.
To combat this, the UI should allow consumption
of alcohol in fraternities and sororities, one designated dorm, and the IMU when it fully reopens.
Allowing fraternities to host parties may seem
troublesome, but it would lighten Ped Mall traffic
on a given weekend. The success of such a plan
would hinge on the Office of Student Life’s ability
to act as a strict regulatory body.
Furthermore, giving 21-year-olds the ability to
drink in their dorms or a remodeled IMU — which
could include a bowling alley — would provide
other entertainment outlets to students. The UI
could restrict dorm drinking to the apartment-style
Mayflower Residence Hall, which would likely be
more appealing to of-age students.
• Realizing it is in their own self-interest,
bar owners should work with students and
community members. Perhaps the only people
with a more nefarious reputation in the community than students are bar owners. Just like every
other individual or group with a stake in curbing
out-of-control intoxication, bar owners need to recognize both the altruistic and selfish benefits of
halting out-of-control drinking.
Empty statements about enhancing communication and cooperation with the City Council, university, and bar patrons is not sufficient to stem overconsumption. Bar owners should wholeheartedly
back a breath-test-based enforcement policy, and
any patron not willing to submit to such a test
should be promptly removed.
In addition, owners should constantly remind
employees about the importance of not serving overly
intoxicated customers. Bartenders must accept some
of the responsibility for superfluous consumption.
• Students should take it upon themselves
to remedy this issue. The potential solutions we
have provided could be implemented with positive
effects. However, one thing would preclude the
necessity of any of it: a change in student attitudes
toward drinking and overconsumption.
The Editorial Board does not wish to inhibit the
lifestyles and choices of responsible adults. When
examining solutions to the overconsumption conundrum, alcohol should not be demonized; irresponsible behavior, rather than the substance itself is the
true catalyst of these alarming trends.
That’s where students come in.
We should be adamant about discouraging the
unmitigated drinking culture on this campus. We
should roll our eyes at, rather than venerate, tales
of black-out drunk escapades. When you know your
friend has had one too many Bud Lights, don’t be
silent. Positive peer pressure needs to overtake the
“too much is never enough” mentality.
Your turn. What should be done about the problem of alcohol
overconsumption? Weigh in on dailyiowan.com.

I like to take I-235
instead of the 80-35
bypass when visiting my
friends in West Des
Moines. The bypass
would be quicker, but
taking I-235 through Des
Moines allows me to view
the downtown skyline.
There are more impressive skylines in the country, but Des Moines does
have some great views at
certain vantage points.
That’s more than I can
say for Iowa City’s “skyline.” At least Des Moines
has interesting buildings
like the EMC Insurance
building — also called the
“Vodka Bottle Building”
— which has an indent in
the shape of an Absolut
bottle. (Absolut Des
Moines ad, anyone?)
The disparity between
the two towns speaks to
something deeper than
architectural appreciation. The lack of a skyline
reflects Iowa City’s lack
of business development.
That’s a shame, really,
because our little town
has so much potential for
commercial growth. The
Tippie College of
Business could provide a
catalyst for that growth
through its entrepreneurial program.
Business and non-business students alike may
receive a Certificate in
Entrepreneurial
Management through the
Pappajohn Entrepreneurial
Center by completing 18
semester hours of designated classes.
But what they don’t have
to do is start a business.
The College of Business
provides numerous incentives to start businesses,
ranging from contests with
cash prizes to workshops.
UI students may also start
a business with the Bedell
Entrepreneurship Learning
Laboratory. All the other
schools I researched with
similar programs did not
require students to start a
business, either.
But that’s what entrepreneurs do — they start
businesses. The UI could
be a leader in requiring
students to start a business before receiving certification. Both the UI and
Iowa City could reap substantial benefits from that.
Students starting businesses in Iowa City could
greatly diversify and
enrich the city’s tax base.
Aside from the direct benefits of having more places
to draw taxes from, new
businesses that aren’t

retail oriented could develop a professional class.
Such a class — beyond UI
personnel — is virtually
nonexistent. And having
that demographic could
have an effect on downtown culture.
Our editorial today proposes numerous changes
that, if implemented, could
have a tremendous effect
on changing downtown
culture — which is the key
to reducing binge drinking
and dangerous behavior.
But the downtown still
needs a long-term solution
to complement our comprehensive proposal.
The economics of binge
drinking is a simple, yet
powerful, driving force
behind the current bar
culture. Students as a
group make up one of the
biggest economic forces in
Iowa City, but they have
little buying power individually. To fully exploit
student buying power,
bars must provide a
cheap product and make
up for it with volume.
This has lead to the creation of specials — like
$1-you-call-its and 21
pitchers for $21 — that
encourage binge behavior.
A new professional
class could provide an
alternative to bingeing
students. Young, workingclass adults have, on
average, greater individual buying power than
college students. As these
adults enter downtown
while students vacate the
area, bars will change
their approach to cater to
these new tastes. This
could lead to deals not
focused on binge drinking. This is a long-term
solution that, if working
in tandem with the editorial’s proposals, could
curb binge drinking.
Building a start-up environment may also help the
college of business. The
Economist recently ranked
Tippie the 35th best business college in North
America. That’s phenomenal, but it can do better.
Colleges ranking higher,
such as the University of
Washington, benefit from
good business environment
in Seattle. A good business
environment could help
Tippie in the same way.
A skyline is neither a
necessary or sufficient condition for business development, but it is an indicator. Not all the businesses
UI students start will succeed — in fact, most will
probably fail. That’s the
law of start-ups.
But just having an
environment that rigorously encourages business development could
attract outside businesses
as well. The combination
of both would be what
Iowa City needs.

Guest opinion

City councilors should leave downtown bars alone
By JONATHAN GROVES
In regards to the
editorial in the Nov. 30
Daily Iowan, I don’t think
the average UI student or
even the editorial writer
grasps that the bars exist
as businesses and not as a
right for students. Bars
can change their fees at
any time: It is a business. I
agree it is no fun to have to
pay $10 to get into a bar,
but I think the editorial is
mistaken when it says
bars should make their
cover charges clearer. You
are missing the point.
How much money are
you willing to part with to

enjoy the drinks or atmosphere at a bar at any given
time? The price is obviously different for everyone.
The bars know they can
charge for their atmosphere, and students should
realize they aren’t being
forced to pay to get in; you
can just walk away if $10
cover is too steep (as it is
for me many nights). The
atmosphere and “good
experience” that you refer
to is clearly dynamic over
the course of any given
night, and, thus, bars have
the right to change their
cover over the night.
Requiring them to have a

rate structure is like trying to mandate when a bar
is
supposed
to
become “fun.”
Also, keep in mind that a
bar may have an exorbitant cover charge because
it is near capacity at any
given time of the night and
wants to discourage people
from entering. Bars obviously make most of their
money off of beverage
sales, and they know
charging a student $10
reduces the likelihood that
he or she will buy a lot
inside the bar. Or it makes
up for the bar being so
busy you might not be able

to get to the bar.
In regards to the covercharge story on the same
day (“Officials eye bars’
cover charges”), that certain politicians and
bureaucrats are now trying to attack the bars
through another method
should be transparent to
everyone. That Jim Clayton, who is a member of
the Iowa Alcoholic Beverages Commission, is concerned that no way exists
to count the money from
every
transaction
is ludicrous.
That the Iowa City City
Council and its friends at

the Iowa Alcoholic Beverages Commission think
they have the right or even
the means to supervise
every transaction of businesses raves of lunacy.
That goes against any freemarket principle that is
important in this country.
The City Council and all
its political allies should
attack budget and development problems through
different means: by cutting
expenditures and pet projects rather than by hurting small businesses —
which are the only businesses that will occupy
space in downtown Iowa

City. The City Council
should follow the letter of
law rather than all this
wheeling and dealing.
From the DI story, clearly bar owners report their
income from cover charges
at their own risk. They are
big enough businesses to
have targets painted on
them by state and federal
tax authorities, so they
know the risk associated
within not reporting
income. The city of Iowa
City has no business trying
to figure out if these businesses are reporting their
incomes properly.
Jonathan Groves is a UI senior.
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Oh, brother,
where aren’t you?
Brothers claims to be many things but isn’t any of them.
By TOMMY MORGAN JR.
tommy-morgan@uiowa.edu

Movies with a message,
from environmentally conscious documentaries to
political thrillers, have dominated the Hollywood landscape recently, as moviegoers search for a little substance (outside of butter) to
go with their popcorn.
Brothers is another film
in this direction. It serves
as little more than a public
service/after-school special
on soldiers with post-traumatic stress disorder.
The problem is, it’s not a
very good one.
The story of Marine Sam
Cahill (Tobey Maguire),
captured by militants in
Afghanistan, is juxtaposed
with that of his wife, Grace
(Natalie Portman) and
brother Tommy (Jake Gyllenhaal), who takes Grace
and her daughters into his
care while Sam is presumed dead. Grace and
Tommy grow closer as he
adopts the role of surrogate
husband and father, until
Sam is saved and returns
to his family to find himself
replaced and unable to
adapt to civilian life.
Everything
about
Brothers is set up as a
thriller. Sam holds a secret,
as do Grace and Tommy,
and worlds collide as Sam
investigates whether his
role in the bedroom has
also been replaced. But the
movie has no suspense
whatsoever.
The film’s promotion, to
say nothing of its title,
leads one to believe that
Brothers will be about tensions between, well, two
brothers, but none are ever
really played out.
The emotional and logical
core of the movie appears to
center on Grace and
Tommy, but Sam’s plight in

PUBLICITY PHOTO

Charlotte Gainsbourg stars in the controversial Lars von Trier film Antichrist.

Lost in the woods
By ERIC SUNDERMANN
eric-sundermann@uiowa.edu

PUBLICITY PHOTO

Sam (Tobey Maguire) and Tommy Cahill (Jake Gyllenhaal) are
unlovable and unbelievable siblings in Brothers.
Afghanistan takes up
around half of the first two
acts. All of that work is done
to set up one pivotal scene
involving Sam and fellow
Marine Joe Willis (Patrick
Flueger). However, all the
setup (for relatively little
payoff) makes for boredom
all around, because Grace
and Tommy are far more
interesting characters.
However, it is clear that
the filmmakers intended
the opposite. They tried to
direct the emotional pull to
Sam and the trauma he
suffered in Afghanistan.
Even as he cracks, the
viewer is supposed to root
for him. Sam’s story, and
Brothers as a whole, ends
up being nothing more
than a scattered look at
post-traumatic stress disorder that merely glances
over the subject while doting on other issues. The
hokey ending contributes
to this, and puts a nice
NBC-esque “The More You
Know” bow on the film.
This is perhaps because
Gyllenhaal and Portman, at
least in the case of this
movie, are far superior actors
compared with Tobey
Maguire. With his scrawny
frame and boyish face,
Maguire looks more than

capable of
playing
Brothers
Spiderman,
When:
but he does 4:15, 6:50, 9:40 p.m.
Where:
not fit in
Sycamore 12
the role of a
HH out of
t o u g h ,
HHHHH
s t e r n
Marine
(p e r h a p s
Gyllenhaal, who has played
such a role well before, would
have
been
more
fitting). Even outside of looks,
though, it is apparent that
Maguire isn’t up to the task.
He plays Sam too soft-spoken, even when he is trying
to persuade Joe to not give up
information to their captors.
Gyllenhaal and Portman
are capable but don’t bring
much substance to the table,
either. And Sam and Grace’s
two daughters are precocious to the point of cattiness
and serve to do little more
than add fake drama to a
film already full of it.
Brothers fits well into the
“movie with a message”
dynamic but doesn’t have
the focus (or the talent)
necessary to make the
moral stick. Instead, its
scattered look at a ramshackle family is nothing
more than a humdrum film
that, even at only 110
minutes, seems all too long.

One word to describe
Antichrist? Uncomfortable.
Divided into five parts,
the film opens with an epilogue depicting a couple
having sex as their little
boy falls to his death out
the window of another
room. The grief of the situation sends the mother,
known only as She (Charlotte Gainsbourg), to the
hospital. Her husband, He
(Willem Dafoe), is a therapist who decides to treat
her depression himself. To
confront her fears, the two
retreat to their cabin,
known as “Eden.” While in
the woods, they deal with
their complicated relationship, lustful cruelty, and
the evil inherent in nature.
Written and directed by
Lars von Trier, Antichrist
does not disappoint those
looking for his typical edge.
The film is full of graphic,
often grotesque, moments
that mix sex, anger, and
frustration. Although sometimes capturing beautiful
scenes of human interaction, the movie simply
cannot overcome its
onslaught of disgust.
He and She, brilliantly
played, represent some of
the deepest and rooted
evils of our society. Dafoe
makes us believe his character’s arrogance and igno-

rance to the situation as he
refuses to admit there is
something
medically
wrong with his wife.
Gainsbourg took on a
beyond-challenging role
that forced her to lose her
mind and, it illustrates
how guilt and grief can
control one to the point of
insanity. She completely
embodies a woman who is
dealing with travesty —
and not for one moment do
we doubt her.
However, despite two
great performances, the
film cannot escape its
graphic nature. Von Trier
is a fearless filmmaker,
and even if what’s on
screen makes stomachs
turn, it’s honest, and for
that he must be admired.
But regardless of honesty, or integrity, or any
other word typically used
to describe art, the audience must ask the simple
question — why? What is
the reason for this? Why do
we need to see images of
genitalia being destroyed?
Are there other ways to
shoot a film like this without being so explicit? Simply, what is the point?
But that’s exactly what
von Trier is trying to
explore. On a viewer’s first
response, Antichrist may
feel as if it’s pointless. Nothing is resolved. There are no
answers. We’re left with

images of
phallic
Antichrist
destrucWhen:
tion that Today/Wednesday,
will elicit
7 p.m.
t h e m - Tuesday/Thursday,
9:10 p.m.
selves at
Where:
the wrong
Bijou
times. But
HH out of
through
this frusHHHHH
tration,
von Trier
wants us to question
human nature. He almost
has us, but it’s just too
much.
What the director forgets is how we react.
Nobody wants to witness
the destruction of private
parts. These horrors just
don’t work when trying to
explore emotions, because,
simply, we’re too distracted. Some artists might
argue that’s the audience’s
fault for not having the
vision to look to the greater
good, and that might be
true to an extent, but
Antichrist doesn’t know
how to find a balance.
Audiences want more
than just physical body
destruction, and although
von Trier tries to expand
his message, it’s too
muddy. The result changes
from
a
promising,
beautiful exploration of
the emotional landscape to
a disgusting, insulting
experience.
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District eyes more cuts
School District officials clarify possible budget-cut amounts.
By HOLLY HINES
holly-hines@uiowa.edu

Iowa City School District
officials now have a clearer
picture of budget cuts they
will need to make.
Officials will likely
need to cut between
roughly $1.4 million and
$7.4 million in the 201011 school
year to balance the
district’s
budget,
according
to a report
released
D e c . 4 . Chet Culver
governor
These
estimated
amounts are based on
expenses
expected
allowable
regarding
growth, faculty salaries,
and non-personnel costs,
such as busing and utilities, said Paul Bobek, the
executive director of
administrative services.
The cuts come on top
of a $5.6 million loss of
state funding after Gov.
Chet Culver made 10
percent
across-theboard cuts in October.
The district is using its
reserve money to cover
that loss, though officials are unsure how to
make up for cuts in next
year’s budget.
Allowable growth is
the amount of revenue
increase the state allows
the district per student
each year. State officials
have set next year’s
growth
allowable
amount at 2 percent, less
than the district’s traditional 4 percent.
But because state
budget-cut estimates fell
short by about $1 billion, in addition to the
10 percent across-theboard cuts, state officials may change legislation and decrease the
previously set 2 percent
growth
a l l o wa b l e
amount, Bobek said.
The report reflects
budget projections based
on allowable growth
ranging
amounts
between 2 percent at
best and negative 2 percent at worst.
S ch o o l B o a r d m e mbers will review and discuss the recently issued
budget report on Tuesday. They will also discuss the possibility of
ending bus service to
Regina Catholic Education Center, a measure
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Program to reach
out to foster kids
Fewer than half of America’s foster-care children
graduate from high school.
By SCOTT RAYNOR
scott-raynor@uiowa.edu

FILE PHOTO/THE DAILY IOWAN

Liz Oyarzun works on her Honors chemistry homework in the City
High library during her free period on April 15. School District officials will likely need to cut several million dollars in the 2010-11
school year.
that could save the district roughly $260,000.
District
School Board member
budget cuts
Toni Cilek said working
Recently issued budget cut
with a wide range of
projections took the folnumbers will help the
lowing into consideration:
board prepare for many
possible outcomes, and
• 2009-10 regular program
board members now
district cost — $67,965,651
know the minimum
• 2010-11 estimated regular
budget-cutting amount
program district
they need to target.
cost — $70,230,060
“They’re in the ball• 2009-10 official
park of what we originalenrollment — 11,748.6
ly anticipated,” she said,
• 2010-11 official
and members haven’t
enrollment — 11,903.4
decided on specific ways
• 2009-10 district cost per
to make up for next
pupil — $5,785
year’s loss.
• 2009-10 additional allowable
Salary and non-pergrowth at 2 percent — $115
sonnel costs make up
• 2010- 11 district cost per
approximately 80 perpupil — $5,900
Source: Iowa City School District
cent of the district’s
budget-projection report
budget, Bobek said.
Superintendent Lane
Plugge said no specific before the end of the year.
Plugge agreed with
areas of the budget are
being targeted for cuts.
Cilek, saying the amount
“It’s a tough situation, officials may need to cut
because you don’t want didn’t come as a surprise.
to make cuts you don’t
The numbers will serve
have to make,” Cilek as a starting place for offisaid, and the last cials to begin generating
approach district offi- solutions, he said.
cials want to take is lay“They could very easily
ing off teachers.
change,” he said.
Cilek said board members will continue to ask
administrators to come forward with budget-cutting
ideas, noting they hope to
have a process laid out

When it comes time to
leave a foster-care family,
many children have difficulty adjusting to adult
life. Without a traditional
support system, many
are less likely to graduate from high school or
successfully support
themselves after leaving
their homes.
But a new local program, still in the planning stage, promises to
help kids ages 17 to 20
years old work to achieve
their goals.
Johnson County Social
Services is working to
launch Transitioning
Youth, a program that will
pair children from the foster-care system with mentors to help them plan for
the future, said Amy Correia, Johnson County
Social Services coordinator. Officials hope the program will begin in the
spring of 2010.
In 2007, more than
6,000 children were
placed in around 2,500
foster homes, according
to the State Data Center
of Iowa.
Many children growing
up in foster care may not
enjoy the same informal
social networks that other
children naturally have,
Correia said. Many kids
don’t establish long-term
relationships with their
foster families, because

they may have moved
among homes.
Transitioning Youth will
aim to establish these networks for those children
nearing the end of their
stay with a foster family.
The members of the
“dream team” — made up
of mentors or other
adults in the child’s life
— w ill help children
move forward and can
help break down large
tasks into more manageable pieces, such as helping the youth with college
or financial-aid applications, Correia said.
According to the state
Department of Human
Services, more than 25
percent of foster children
across the country have
been homeless at one
time, and only 46 percent
graduate from high school.
Jane Murphy, a member of the former community support group Iowa
City Area Adoptive Families, said these statistics
are alarming.
“Any parent would want
their child to have the
support system in place to
make sure their kid isn’t
going down the same
road,” she said.
Only three counties in
Iowa will receive serve as
pilot sites and receive the
$10,000 funding for the
statewide program — and
Johnson County isn’t one
of them.
Still, Correia said, she
aims for a low-cost,

Transitioning
Youth
National statistics for
children in foster care:
• Nearly a quarter of foster
care children were in relative’s homes
• Nearly half of foster care
children worked toward
reuniting with their families
• Nearly half of youth in foster care in fiscal 2006 stayed
in care for less than a year
Source: Childwelfare.gov

relatively informal program run largely by volunteers. She was unsure
how much the program
may cost.
Attaining state training
for volunteers or county
workers will pose the
biggest challenge, she said.
This service is a small
part of Iowa’s “progress i v e ” f o s t e r- c a r e p r o grams, said Kelli Malone,
a project manager for
I o wa K i d s N e t — a
statewide collaboration
of six agencies responsible for recruiting, training, licensing and supporting Iowa’s foster and
adoptive parents.
Depsite the number of
forward-looking services,
Malone said, foster-care
program providers are
never completely satisfied.
“Those of us who work
in the system, we always
feel like we need more
assistance with foster
children,” she said.
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Keeping tabs Franchise fee could hit UI
on UI ITCs
Roughly one-quarter of franchise fee revenue would come from the UI.

By JOHN DOETKOTT

MidAmerican
Energy
franchise fee

john-doetkott@uiowa.edu

By EMILY BUSSE
emily-busse@uiowa.edu

This winter, UI students
won’t have to trek through
the frigid weather to the
nearest computer lab only
to find it full. Their cell
phones will be able to help
them avoid that.
UI Information Technology Services officials launched
its overhauled website and
mobile application just over
a month ago with an popular
new feature: computer
lab availability.
With an interactive
Google map showing all
computer labs on campus,
the new feature tells students exactly where the
closest lab is, how many
computers are open, and
whether the computers run
on Windows or Mac.
“We’re trying to make it
known that there are actually dozens of computer labs
across campus,” said Ryan
Lenger, learning spaces
technology staff manager.
In its first month, the
new feature has received
nearly 300,000 page views
and accounts for 60 percent
of the traffic on the ITS
website, Lenger said.
The idea started in late
spring when it became
obvious the 5-year-old ITS
website needed to change,
Lenger said. ITS staff hired
the IMU marketing and
design group to get student
feedback, which found computer lab hours, location,
and computer availability
were most important.
Though Lenger said hiring the group cost roughly
$200, ITS members completed the actual creation of
the site internally.
Uttam Gurung, an application developer at the UI
who was one of the

web-service designers, said
his part in the process took
almost four months but
was worth the work.
“Everybody who works in
the ITC department wants
to make student life better,”
he said. “That’s what we’re
there for, so I enjoyed it.”
In addition to the Google
map, the site includes a
search feature for the nearest lab and uses a “stoplight”
system of colors to show how
full it is.
The mobile application
version of the feature is
condensed — lacking a
map, though it still shows
the number of open computers in plain text. Being
able to check computer lab
availability on phones will
help students avoid the
possibility of a lab filling up
after they check it on the
site at home, Lenger said.
UI junior Rachel Elijah
said she uses the computer
lab at Phillips Hall to print
off work three or four times
a week and often has to wait
two minutes or longer until
someone gets off a computer.
Though she said waiting
is usually “no big deal,” Elijah said she sometimes gets
to the lab with only a couple minutes to spare before
class, so the ITS feature
could avoid that.
“Then if you’re busy,
you don’t have to wait,”
Elijah said.
Lisa McDaniels, a librarian at the UI for five and a
half years, said the Main
Library computer lab has
been extremely full this
fall. The new site is perfect
for avoiding the dreaded
time-wasting journey to a
full lab, she said.
“I think it’s awesome,”
she said. “Because it’s all
about saving time.”

A proposed city utility fee
increase could put even
more of a strain on the UI
as it works to cut millions
from its budget.
Officials estimate the
proposed 2 percent franchise fee would cost the UI
around $350,000 a year,
accounting for nearly a
quarter of the roughly $1.5
million the city believes it
would bring in annually.
The Iowa City City Council is set to vote on the proposed fee on gas and electricity from MidAmerican
Energy at a meeting
tonight after deferring the
vote last week. Representatives from MidAmerican
Energy, the
largest
investor-owned utility company in Iowa, have said
they will simply pass the
fee along to its customers,
including the UI.
City Manager Dale
Helling said the franchise
fee would bring in about
$745,000 annually for every
1 percent in franchise fee
imposed. There is a possibility the council will lower the
percent to a lesser amount.
The money generated
from the fee will be used for
a public safety initiative to
hire six additional police officers and nine firefighters.
Several city councilors
have said the city is in dire
need for the extra personnel, and on Nov. 17, the
council approved the 2 percent fee’s second reading by
a vote of 5-1. But the council
postponed its final decision
at last week’s meeting,
moving it to 6:15 p.m. today
after its work session.
Some are questioning
putting even more of a burden on the UI at a time
when it’s facing unprecedented levels of cuts.

The City Council is set to vote
on the fee on utilities tonight.
• Proposal is for a 2 percent
fee on gas and electricity.
• A 2 percent fee would
bring in an estimated $1.5
million annually.
• Estimated cost to the UI:
$350,000 annually.
• Money would be used to
add nine firefighters and six
police officers.
Source: Iowa City City Manager Dale
Helling, UI Senior Vice President for
Finance Doug True

AMY OLESON/THE DAILY IOWAN

A coal and ash-mass storage silo (middle tower) works together
with a coal-powered boiler to heat the campus on Jan. 22.
Approximately one-third of the UI’s power comes from the Power
Plant; the rest is supplied by MidAmerican Energy.
Regent Robert Downer
said the prospect of the UI
aiding Iowa City public
safety seems redundant
and expressed concern that
having a state institution
paying this sort of fee might
not be entirely legal.
“I have some serious
doubts about being able
to assess this to the university,” he said, and the
UI is already supporting
public safety in yearly
tax payments for its estimated share.
Downer also questioned
whether having the

university help pay for public safety while also providing UI officers as additional
downtown law enforcement
could be a “duplication.”
It is unclear whether the
cost increase could lead to
higher student fees.
Glen Mowery, the director of UI Facilities Management’s utilities and energy
management, said the university gets about twothirds of its energy from
MidAmerican Energy, with
the other third coming from
the UI Power Plant.
The plant uses a

combination of coal, natural
gas, and a biomass program
that includes the burning of
oat hulls. The oat hulls are
a byproduct of the cereal
made at the Quaker Oats
plant in Cedar Rapids and
are used as a cheap and
environmentally friendly
alternative to coal.
UI Senior Vice President
for Finance Doug True said
a bulk of the energy used to
heat and cool university
buildings is generated by
university facilities.
Councilor Connie Champion was the only dissenting vote at the fee’s second
reading. She cited the effect
on local businesses as the
reason she opposes the fee.
Champion said she
wants to protect those businesses after hearing from
several owners who said
the fee could force them to
close or move out of town.
“I want to keep what we
have here,” Champion said.
“I don’t want it going to
Mexico or Korea.”
Helling said the franchise
fee, which has no proposed
end date, is one of the only
available long-term funding
sources for public safety.
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Helping others reach their potential
UI faculty member David McGraw
shows students the business side to
performing arts.
By TYLER LYON
tyler-lyon@uiowa.edu

Theater is turning into a
family affair for David
McGraw — his 5-year-old
son, Paul, will make his
stage début in the upcoming
Hancher show Eye Piece.
The production calls for
a boy to ride across the
stage on a tricycle. Making the cut, Paul will get
a t ast e o f th e th e a t e r
world in February 2010.
But McGraw said he
and his wife, lecturer in
American Sign Language
AmyRuth
M c G r aw,
would prefer that Paul
and their other child stay
out of the arts.
“I think every parent
wishes their kids would
do something different,”
the 37-year-old said.
It’s not surprising. It’s
tough to make it in the
show-biz world. To open up
some additional opportunithough,
David
ties,
McGraw spent 18 months
developing the UI’s
arts
performing

entrepreneurship certificate program — launched
in August 2008 — which
aims to arm students with
the know-how to establish
their own arts organizations. He teaches such
courses as Introduction to
Arts Management.
Though such a certificate program may give
graduates an added boost
for postgraduation opportunities, entrepreneurship is still risky, David
McGraw said.
“You really have to be
able to put things on the
line and willing to take
some falls every now and
then,” he said.
McGraw’s passion for
the performing arts began
in high school when he
saw William Shakespeare’s Hamlet performed in a what he said
was a “dingy basement.”
It was the actors’ love
of the play that affected
him, he recalled.
“Just to see that sort of
passion and to see the
work done fully — that

David McGraw
• Age: 37
• Hometown: Cleveland
• Wife: AmyRuth McGraw
• Children: Paul, 5; YiYing, 4
• Favorite play: Hamlet
• Favorite travel destination: China
Know someone we should shine a light
on? E-mail us at :
di-spotlight@uiowa.edu.
Catch up with others from our series at
dailyiowan.com/spotlight.
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UI faculty member David McGraw teaches Introduction to Arts Management in North Hall on Dec. 3.
McGraw spent 18 months developing the performing arts entrepreneurship certificate program, which prepares students to run their own arts organizations.
really changed my life,”
he said. “I realized that
night if I could do that,
then that’s what would
make me happy.”
Despite the interest,
McGraw was still skeptical about it evolving into
a career. He studied classical languages in his
undergraduate years, but
getting some big laughs

f r o m h i s cl a s s m a t e s
brought performance
back to the fore.
“I realized that I needed to find something that
would connect with a
larger group,” he said.
Now at the UI, McGraw
can also connect to all of
hi s t heat er s t udent s,
such as Anne Grobstich
and Gina Mantione.

Grobstich graduated
with an entrepreneurship
certificate last spring,
and she said McG raw
played a major role in her
undergraduate years.
“He’s
a
fabulous
teacher,” said the 23-yearold, who is working on a
master’s in arts management at American University, in Washington, D.C.

Says Mantione: “David
is like a superhero in our
department. He can do
anything engaging in
the classroom.”
Mantione, a graduate
student working toward
a m a s t e r ’s, s a i d t h e
t e a ch e r i s i n n o v a t i v e,
constantly pushing his
students to achieve.
McGraw said he really likes
stage management for the
effect he can have on students
such as those two women.
“I can really enable all
the other artists to reach
their potential,” he said.
“To enable and present
opportunities for others
to do better than they
ever have before has been
really enjoyable for me.”

Sports

BASKETBALL
The Iowa women’s basketball team
loses a heartbreaker in its Big Ten
opener to Michigan, 54-51.

4B

SCOREBOARD
NFL
Philadelphia 34, Atlanta 7
Chicago 17, St. Louis 9
Cincinnati 23, Detroit 13
Indianapolis 27, Tennessee 17
Denver 44, Kansas City 13
Miami 22, New England 21
Oakland 27, Pittsburgh 24

New Orleans 33, Washington 30 (OT)
Carolina 16, Tampa Bay 6
Jacksonville 23, Houston 18
San Diego 30, Cleveland 23
N.Y. Giants 31, Dallas 24
Seattle 20, San Francisco 17
Arizona 30, Minnesota 17
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Hawks thinking Orange
Iowa going to its first BCS bowl in seven years.
Nick Divan

SWIMMING
Men swimmers
finish 5th
The Iowa men’s swimming
team completed competition
at the AT&T Short Course
National Championships, finishing fifth out of 53 teams.
Head coach Marc Long
said the team would focus
on performing well in the
relays, and the Hawkeyes
did just that.
The 4x200 relay of senior
cocaptain Nick Divan, sophomores Paul Gordon, and
Duncan Patridge, and freshman Jordan Huff took fifth
place in the event (6:37.51).
In the 4x100, Huff,
Patridge, Gordon, and sophomore Ryan Phelan placed
sixth (2:58.42).
Iowa continued to perform well in the relays. In
the 4x50 relay, Junior
cocaptain Max Dittmer, junior Sean Hagan, senior Matt
Ryan, and Gordon took ninth
place in the event (1:31.42).
Freshman Byron Butler
continued to show progress
in a breakout freshman campaign. Butler swam a collegiate-best time in the 200
backstroke (1:49.20), placing
25th, just missing the 24man cut.
The Hawkeyes will return
to swimming on Jan. 6 at
the Winter College
Invitational in Daytona
Beach, Fla.
— by Patrick Rafferty

By SCOTT MILLER
scott-t-miller@uiowa.edu

Since the conclusion of Iowa’s
regular season two weeks ago, the
Hawkeyes have been inextricably
linked to the Fiesta Bowl, one of
the five famed Bowl Championship
Series games. In fact, until the
afternoon of Dec. 5, head coach
Kirk Ferentz hadn’t heard a scenario that would have landed his
team in any other BCS bowl.
But on Sunday evening, the Fies-

ta Bowl passed on Iowa, and the
Hawkeyes instead landed in the
Orange Bowl, marking the program’s second trip to a BCS bowl
game. Iowa (10-2) will face Georgia
Tech (11-2) on Jan. 5 at 7 p.m. CST
in Land Shark Stadium.
“We all thought it might be [the]
Fiesta [Bowl],” senior linebacker
A.J. Edds said on Sunday night.
“We found out when we were
watching it on TV. … Once we saw
[TCU and Boise St.] were in the
Fiesta, we were like, ‘Oh, I hope

ON DAILY IOWAN TV
this works out.’ Luckily, it did.”
The Hawkeyes earned a trip to
Miami by finishing second place in
the Big Ten, all while playing
arguably the conference’s toughest
schedule. Iowa went on the road
and beat Penn State, Wisconsin,
and Michigan State — three of the
top-six teams in the Big Ten — and
was narrowly defeated, 27-24, by
conference champion Ohio State on
the road.

Check out dailyiowan.com for full
coverage on the Bowl game
decision, which will send the
Hawkeyes to Miami at the end of the
month for the Orange Bowl.

2010 FedEx Orange Bowl
• Game: Iowa Hawkeyes vs. Georgia Tech
Yellow Jackets
• Date: Jan. 5, 2010
• Time: 7 p.m. CST
• Location: Land Shark Stadium, Miami
Source: www.orangebowl.org

SEE ORANGE, 3B

IOWA 18, IOWA STATE 16

Wrestlers squeak by Iowa State

AquaHawks
strong in relays
The Iowa women’s swimming team finished 26th out
of 51 teams this weekend at
the AT&T Short Course
National Championships in
Federal Way, Wash.
The AquaHawks were represented by six swimmers —
senior Christine Kuczek,
juniors Katarina Tour and
Verity Hicks, sophomores
Danielle Carty and Daniela
Cubelic, and freshman Sarah
Galvin.
Relay events were the
AquaHawks’ strength at the
meet.
Iowa took sixth in the
4x50 free relay finals,
eighth in the 4x100 free
relay finals, 13th in both the
medley relay events, and
14th in the 4x200 free
relay.
Kuczek and Carty had the
best individual finishes for
the AquaHawks. Kuczek
took 20th in the 50
freestyle finals, while Carty
had a 20th-place finish in
the 100 backstroke finals.
Hicks swam a seasonbest time in the 500 free
finals and Cubelic added a
23rd-place mark in the 100
backstroke finals.
The AquaHawks take to
the pool again on Dec. 11 in
Ames against Iowa State.
— by Mitch Smith

FOOTBALL FORUM
Be sure to visit
dailyiowan.com every day
throughout the 2009 football
season for The Daily Iowan
Football Forum, an in-depth
discussion among DI and
Daily Iowan TV football
reporters about the Iowa
Hawkeyes.
The daily videocasts can
be viewed exclusively online.
Today’s Football Forum
reacts to the announcement
Sunday evening of Iowa’s
berth in the 2010 FedEx
Orange Bowl against
Georgia Tech.

JULIE KOEHN/THE DAILY IOWAN

Iowa 149-pounder Brent Metcalf pins Iowa State’s Mitch Mueller in the third period in the Hilton Coliseum on Sunday. Iowa won the meet, 18-16.

The Iowa
wrestling team
builds a large
lead in its first
five weight
classes before
holding on for
an 18-16 win
over Iowa State.

COMMENTARY

Not
much
room
Disparity
between No. 1
and No. 2 pretty
minimal thus far.

By J.T. BUGOS
joseph-bugos@uiowa.edu

AMES — The topranked Iowa wrestlers
took down No. 2 Iowa
State in a dual that came
down to the last match in
hostile Hilton Coliseum in
Ames. The Hawkeyes won
four of the first five weight
classes before falling in
four of the final five.
Iowa held on for an 1816 win over their in-state
rival in an event that was
as big as any other for the
Hawkeyes.
“This isn’t March, but
it’s important on our calendar,” Iowa head coach Tom
Brands said. “We circled it,
highlighted it, and put an
asterisk by it. It was
important to us.”
The clash of the top-two
ranked teams began at 125
pounds. Iowa redshirt freshman Matt McDonough
pumped excitement into the

JULIE KOEHN/THE DAILY IOWAN

Iowa head coach Tom Brands is held back by assistant coach Mike Zadick while Iowa 141-pounder Dan
LeClere goes into overtime against Iowa State’s Nick Gallick in the Hilton Coliseum on Sunday. LeClere
lost in overtime, 8-6, but Iowa won, 18-16.
Hawkeyes with a 13-7 decision over Andrew Long.
Brands said after the
dual that McDonough is a
natural spark plug for the
team because of his
wrestling style and energy
on the mat.
Iowa senior 133-pounder
Daniel Dennis and Iowa
State senior Nick Fanthorpe stepped onto the mat
next in the first of three
matches decided by sudden
victory in the event.
Even though Dennis
managed a takedown in
extra time to win 10-8, he

said he wasn’t happy with
the way he wrestled.
“I was put in a tough
spot,” the Ingleside, Ill.,
native said. “Before overtime, I was waiting a little
too long for him to give
instead of me pushing the
pace. It’s good to win in
overtime, but it’s not good
to be there.”
At 141 pounds, the
Hawkeyes suffered their
first loss when senior
Dan LeClere fell to
Cyclone Nick Gallick, 8-6
in sudden victory.
Iowa senior 149-pounder

RYAN YOUNG
ryan-c-young@uiowa.edu

DAILYIOWAN.COM
Check out a complete
photo slide show of the
Iowa-Iowa State matchup Sunday.

Brent Metcalf followed
LeClere and ended up excitedly sprinting off the mat
after pinning Iowa State’s
Mitch Mueller 50 seconds
into the third period.The six
team points that provided
proved to be vital when
Iowa’s lead started to shrink
in the last five weight
classes.
SEE WRESTLING, 3B

AMES — There may
have been a little Hilton
magic floating around
Sunday night.
Or maybe No. 1 Iowa is
about as bulletproof as a
weeping Tim Tebow after
an Alabama curb stomping on prime-time TV.
Granted, an early loss
some 130-plus miles west
of Iowa City wouldn’t
have knocked the
Hawkeyes out of national
SEE COMMENTARY, 3B
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‘Big dude’ leads Omelettes
CR Ballz unable
to overcome
Omelettes.

Intramural Athlete
of the Week
Vote for the DI Intramural
Athlete of the Week on
dailyiowan.com/intramurals:
• Daniel Pancini, Summit Scums
• Mike Kolze, Blue Chips
• Shea McMurray, Cruncheazy
• Megan Hullermann, Dime
Pieces

By MATT SCHOMMER
matthew-schommer@uiowa.edu

“That big dude killed us.”
That’s what CR Ballz’s
Zach Walter said after his
team’s first loss in the intramural men’s 3-on-3 basketball tournament Sunday
night against the Omelettes.
The Omelettes upended CR
Ballz, 15-13 and 16-14 at the
Field House.
The “big dude” Walter
referred to was the
Omelettes’ first-year dental
student Mike Vandello.
After arriving to the
match a little late with
teammate Josh Doyle, Vandello took the court and
quickly took over the game.
“We started off hot,” Vandello said. He added that
Kyle Merten, Harold Bitter,
and Chris Bitter got them
“a comfy lead” in the first
game.
Vandello’s night was
highlighted by a couple of
dunks, one coming off a
nifty move that froze his
defender, allowing him to
go up for an uncontested
two-handed slam.
“We definitely like to
play inside a lot more,” Vandello said.
The Omelettes’ inside
game played a big part in
the squad’s high shooting
percentage. The team finished with 58 percent
shooting for the two games.
“They had some good
shooters,” Walter said.
“Plus, we hadn’t played any
competition like that.”
CR Ballz, on the other

Cast your vote all week, and be sure
to watch Daily Iowan TV on Dec. 13 at
9:30 p.m. on UITV (Ch. 17/Ch. 4 in the
dorms) for results. Check out the
winner in the Dec. 14 DI.
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UI graduate student Josh Doyle of Omelettes advances down court during a three-on-three game against
CR Ballz in the Field House on Sunday. The Omelettes defeated CR Ballz, 15-13, then 16-14.
hand, had a tougher time
finding the basket — even
when it had open looks. The
squad only managed to hit
nine of its 26 shots in the
opening game.
On one particular play, CR
Ballz’s Drew Ketelson
missed an easy lay-up with
no one around. That misfire
was a microcosm of the
team’s play in the first match
— sloppy and frustrated.
“We started off slow and
got down early,” sophomore
Ryan Bennett said. “We
made a little comeback, but
it wasn’t enough.”
The second game,
though, was a different
story.
CR Ballz, which claimed
it was more of an outside
shooting team, fared much
better the second time

around, hitting nearly 50
percent from the field.
CR Ballz led by as many
as three late in the second
game on the hot hand of
Bennett who nailed three
consecutive shots from
deep. But the team was
unable to close, and eventually lost its lead and the
game, 16-14.
“We just couldn’t get the
game-winning shot down,”
Bennett said.
CR Ballz will have one
more chance to make it to
the championship game if
it can get through the
loser’s bracket without
another loss.
Omelettes will continue
its march to the finals feeling confident.
“Every game has been
competitive, even though

the score doesn’t always
indicate that,” Vandello said.
“But I think we have a pretty good chance to win this.”
Vandello contributed the
team’s success to the camaraderie it has able to build
off the court.
Vandello and Doyle
actually played basketball against one another
in high school at rival
schools Bettendorf and
Pleasant Valley. Vandello
said the two had some
good battles but have
since
become
good
friends, studying and
hanging out a lot.
But, there is another way
the team manages to stay
close.
“We end each game with
a team shower,” Vandello
said.

DAVID SCRIVNER/THE DAILY IOWAN

UI junior Reece Blanco chases a shot during the intramural table-tennis tournament in the Field House on Sunday. Sixteen teams registered
for the doubles tournament, with games being played to 11 points each.

Table tennis draws competitors
A wide variety of players attend a
little-known intramural event.
By IAN MARTIN
ian-martin@uiowa.edu

It may be the best-hidden intramural sport on
campus.
Table-tennis
enthusiasts played in the
hard-to-find Ping-Pong
room on the fifth floor of
the Field House on Sunday.
A dark journey up
numerous staircases leads
to a hallway, likely dating
back to the 1920s. But upon
stumbling into the room,
featuring five high-quality
Butterfly-brand tables, the
festival of one of the world’s
more popular sports
begins.
The double-elimination
tournament featured both
singles and doubles, and
used Olympic-style games
played to 11, with an alternation in serve every two
points. The first to win four
games is the victor.
Most of the players in the
tournament appeared to
have a good amount of

experience, especially in
the tough doubles division.
Doubles had 16 registered
teams and used international rules, in which players on teams had to alternate their shots, meaning a
fast-paced game that
required a good team
understanding.
“It can wear you out,”
said second-year graduate
student Aaron Marzullo,
also an instructor in one of
the table-tennis classes in
the physical education
department. “Especially if
you’re playing a good
game.”
His partner in the doubles tournament, Reece
Blanco, agreed that it can
really take a lot of skill.
“You have to be athletic,”
he said, because it requires
quickness and reflexes to
play at a high level.
The winners of the doubles tournament, brothers
Matt and Brian Fleshner,

are both athletes who have
appeared in many other
intramural
sporting
events. Brian Fleshner, a
fourth-year dental student,
achieved early in the year
for having the longest
throw in the punt, pass,
and kick competition. Both
noted they really enjoy
table tennis, and they train
for the event.
“We play a lot this time of
year,” Matt Fleshner said.
“We start a couple weeks
before the tournament to
make sure we’re ready.”
He was also notable for
being one of the most
geared-up competitors on
the day. Not only did he
sport his own paddle and
black grip tape, he also had
Joola table-tennis shoes —
fitted with extra grip on the
bottoms — which he claims
were a joke gift from his
mother.
Maoguo Yin was on one
of the teams defeated in the
doubles tournament by the
brothers. Yin, a visiting
scholar from China, is a
member of the club PingPong team and stood out

for his penholder grip and
approach.
“The paddle is different
[in America],” said Yin, who
is using his research time
to study comparative law
at the UI. He also noted
that he enjoyed playing
against the American style
of grip and paddle.
Also at the event was
intramural mainstays
Favre’s Favorites. The flag
football and dodge-ball
champions decided to send
two people to the tournament to represent them —
Derek “White Chocolate”
Johnson and Jordan Burrows.
While both players are
very athletic, they admitted
this was not their strongest
sport. Yet, being intramural
veterans, they offered up
ideas on increasing attendance to the event, which
had only 16 doubles teams,
23 singles players, and no
females in either competition.
“If they had pizza, there
would definitely be a lot
more people,” Burrows
joked.

For more sports:
dailyiowan.com
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Iowa’s Aaron Fuller attempts to grab a rebound against Prairie View in Carver-Hawkeye Arena on Dec. 5.
Iowa won, 80-51.

3’s the Hawk word
The Hawks light up Prairie View A&M for 15 3-pointers.
By SCOTT MILLER
scott-t-miller@uiowa.edu

“The eye in the sky doesn’t lie” — or at least that’s
what Prairie View A&M
head coach Byron Rimm
thought.
That phrase — which is
common around NFL circles but can pertain to basketball, too — assumes
game film is the most
important scouting material in sports. The adage contends a team’s reputation
doesn’t matter nearly as
much as the way it performs on film.
Rimm came into Prairie
View A&M’s contest
against Iowa on Dec. 5
assuming the Hawkeyes
couldn’t shoot from outside,
and few could blame him
for thinking that way. After
all, head coach Todd Lickliter’s team had only made
38-of-150 (25 percent) 3pointers all season.
But the fourth-year head
coach was wrong.
The Hawkeyes (3-5) lit
up the Panthers for 15 3pointers, tying a school
record, on their way to an
80-51 rout of Prairie View
A&M in Carver-Hawkeye
Arena.
“One thing we were talking about coming in was we
didn’t think they shot the
ball really well on film, but
they proved me wrong
today,” Rimm said. “We
gave them some open shots
and confidence early, but
they did play a lot better

WRESTLING
CONTINUED FROM 1B
“I think you talk about
strategy of a match, especially a big match like that,
you don’t go out and think
you need to get a pin right
away,” Metcalf said. “It’s
about scoring points, and
then those opportunities
will present themselves.
You break a guy by scoring
points and putting pressure on them, and then
things open up for you.”
In the 157-pound bout,
junior Aaron Janssen
scored an 8-6 victory over
Iowa State’s Andrew Sorenson.
Janssen’s win gave Iowa
a 15-3 team lead halfway
through the dual.
Two losses by highly
ranked and favored
Hawkeyes sandwiched a
10-4 Jay Borschel win at
174 pounds in the next
three matches.
After
intermission,
Iowa’s fourth-ranked Ryan
Morningstar fell to fifthranked John Reader, 4-3.
Iowa State’s Jerome
Ward, ranked 18th, then
upset
second-ranked
Hawkeye Phillip Keddy, 53.
The last two matches for
Iowa were also losses.
At 197 pounds, Iowa’s
Chad Beatty fell to Jake
Varner, the top-ranked
grappler at that weight
class, in a major decision,
12-4.
Clinging to an 18-13
team lead, Iowa heavyweight Blake Rasing

than we saw on tape.”
For the second-consecutive game, sophomore
guard Anthony Tucker
scored 20-plus points. Just
as he did in Iowa’s 70-64
loss to Virginia Tech on
Dec. 1, Tucker poured in six
3-pointers, netting 20
points against the Panthers’ soft perimeter
defense.
Outside specialist, senior
Devan Bawinkel added
three triples, and sophomore Matt Gatens and
freshman Cully Payne
knocked down two each. It
was the Hawkeyes’ best 3point shooting performance
since 1998.
“I think it’s because we’re
attacking more,” Tucker
said. “I don’t think it’s a
matter or living and dying
by the 3. I think we’re getting better shots, and I
think we’re going to continue to shoot the ball well as
long as we keep attacking.”
Iowa’s new attack-mode
offense is evidenced by its
assists-per-made-basket
statistic over the last two
games. Forty of the team’s
47 baskets against Prairie
View A&M and Virginia
Tech came off assists.
In their last two games,
the Hawkeyes have shot
47-of-102 (46 percent),
including 27-of-58 (47 percent) from 3-point range.
When Lickliter’s team
started 1-3, it shot 79-of221 (36 percent), with only
51 of those made baskets
coming off of assists. Most

likely, this was the film
Rimm looked at, but a different team showed up on
Dec. 5.
“The key to getting [so
many open shots] was our
flow on offense got a lot better [on Dec. 5],” said Payne,
who has distributed seven
assists in the last two
games. “We kind started to
click a little bit. We’re
young, so that’s been hard
for us to do, but we got open
shots.”
The Hawkeyes — who
were coached by assistant
Chad Walthall on Dec. 5, as
Lickliter recovered from an
unknown surgery — started
raining 3s against the Panthers from the beginning.
Making four triples in
the game’s first eight minutes, Iowa widened its
early lead to 12. Three consecutive deep balls from
Tucker during a minutelong span in the first half
separated the Hawkeyes
from Prairie View A&M for
good.
In all, six Iowa players
netted 3-pointers, and eight
Hawkeyes scored against
the Panthers.
Iowa will head to Cedar
Falls on Tuesday and Ames
on Friday to face off against
its two in-state rivals, Northern Iowa and Iowa State.
“Everybody was stepping
out and hitting shots,”
Gatens said. “That’s huge
because we take so many of
them, and we get some confidence going into this big
week ahead.”

became the third Hawkeye
to need extra time in his
match
with
David
Zabriskie. Rasing eventually lost, 3-1.
Although his squad
emerged victorious over a
highly-ranked Cyclone
team in an intense environment, Brands said the
Hawkeyes looked sloppy
and have much work to do.
Metcalf expressed hopes
the Hawkeyes could perform at a consistently high

level in the future.
“Any time you’re going to
win on the road, you want
to do it in an environment
like this,” the 149-pounder
said. “It’s hostile, and it got
more hostile as the meet
when on. I don’t think you
look at records at this time
of year.
“Our focus is going out
and performing our best
every time we step on the
mat.”

Athletics Director Gary
Barta said he had been
talking to bowl representative for “what seems like
years” and Sunday’s
announcement came with
much relief and joy for a
team “that earned this
invitation.”
“If you told me at the
beginning of the year that
we were going to be selected to play in a BCS bowl,
… I would’ve told you I’d
be thrilled,” Barta said.
“And I sit here [on Sunday
night] saying what an
honor. … It probably still
hasn’t hit us yet.”
Ferentz’s first BCS bowl
game came in 2003, when
his team played in the
Orange Bowl. That year,
USC blew the Hawkeyes
out of Miami, 38-17,
behind Carson Palmer’s
explosive passing attack.
The 2009-10 version of
the Hawkeyes will now
have slightly more than a
month to prepare for the
Yellow Jackets’ triple
option rushing attack,
which has averaged more
than 307 yards per game
on the ground this season
— the second-best mark in
the country.
“It was probably — not
probably — it was our
worst bowl performance
without a doubt,” Ferentz
said on Sunday night
about the 2003 trip down
to Miami. “Hopefully, this
time, we’ll have a chance to
go down and play a little
bit better football game.”

COMMENTARY
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championship contention
(The wrestling world
thankfully isn’t ruled by
an unjust postseason
system similar to the
Bowl Championship
Series).
But they Hawkeyes
would have been wounded
nonetheless, had they not
edged No. 2 Iowa State,
18-16.
Favored on paper in
five matches entering
the evening, top-slotted
Iowa managed to snare
three anticipated wins.
One, the 133-pound
bout between No. 4
Daniel Dennis and No. 5
Nick Fanthorpe, needed
nearly a full minute of
extra time to decide a
controversial winner.
And had Dennis not
fallen on Fanthorpe as
time expired, Brent
Metcalf’s brutalizing
third-period pin two
matches later at 149
wouldn’t have been the
eventual dagger in the
Cyclones’ collective eye.
Bonus points may
have helped the
Hawkeyes, but they sure
didn’t win the dual.

JULIE KOEHN/THE DAILY IOWAN

Iowa football players enter Raymond James Stadium for the
Outback Bowl Game in Tampa, Fla., on Jan. 1. The Hawkeyes will
make a return trip to Florida after being selected on Sunday to play
in the Jan. 5, 2010, FedEx Orange Bowl against Georgia Tech.
The Dec. 5 conference
championship action greatly influenced Iowa’s selection as an at-large BCS
bid. No. 2 Texas beat No. 20
Nebraska, 13-12, after a
controversial call put one
second back on the game
clock, giving the Longhorns
time to hit a 46-yard lastsecond field goal.
Had Mack Brown’s
team fallen to the Cornhuskers, Texas more than
likely would have been
rewarded one of the BCS
at-large berths, with
Nebraska taking the Big
12 champion’s automatic
bid in the Fiesta Bowl. But
with the win, the Longhorns will play No. 1
Alabama for the national
championship, leaving the
final at-large slot for Iowa.
“I experienced a little
bit of anxiety probably like
a lot of Iowa fans did [on
Saturday night],” Ferentz
said. “Bottom line is that it
worked out, and we’re just

thrilled to death.”
Coming in as the lowest-ranked BCS team,
Iowa finished the regular
season slotted at No. 10 in
the BCS poll, and it will
more than likely go into
the bowl game as underdogs — a comfortable position for Hawkeye players.
But right now, no one
within the program is concerned with rankings or
spreads. The
point
Hawkeyes’ first BCS game
in seven years is a month
away, and this isn’t an
opportunity they want to
squander again.
“It’s wonderful to get a
chance to play in a BCS
bowl game,” junior defensive end Adrian Clayborn
said. “I’m just thankful
and honored, and it’s going
to be fun down there …
but we’ve got to prepare
because we’re going there
to win the game.”

Do the math: Iowa
State 19, Iowa 15.
Same goes for Aaron
Janssen’s toss-up victory
over Iowa State sophomore Andrew Sorenson
at 157, which made for
quite a dubious duel.
Some evasive footwork
(albeit sluggish) and 1:52
minutes of riding time
kept Kevin Jackson’s
squad from cutting
Iowa’s lead in half with
five matches remaining.
Although, two of the
Hawkeyes’ heralded seniors (No. 4 Ryan
Morningstar at 165 and
No. 2 Phillip Keddy at
184) created a significantly more interesting
story line following unexpected upsets.
Back at his heartattack style, Morningstar
trailed from the opening
whistle during his
matchup with No. 5 Iowa
State junior Jon Reader,
eventually losing, 4-3, on
account of riding time.
Then, Keddy fell to No.
18 sophomore Jerome
Ward, 5-3.
So are a few desperation points separating
the No. 1 and No. 2
teams less than a month
into the 2009-10 season?
Members of Hawkeye
Nation should tremble at

the thought — especially
after Iowa’s unfathomable title run in St.
Louis nine months ago.
Meanwhile, Big Ten
and Big 12 teams (and
one Ivy League bunch in
particular) ought to
savor the scrumdiddlyumptious possibility
with the Midlands
Championships and Cliff
Keen National Duals
upcoming.
If the gap between a
legendary wrestling
super program and last
season’s NCAA runnerup is as wide as minute
as two tallies, the term
“domination” may soon
find its way out of the
Hawkeyes’ ingrained
vernacular.
Tom Brands isn’t a big
fan of parity, either. But
if Iowa’s latest triumph
isn’t indicative of the
grappling gods realigning the uniformity of college wrestling, it’s going
to be heck of a pony race
heading into the national
championships this season in Omaha.
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Hawks lose
heartbreaker
Missed opportunities ultimately left the Iowa women’s
basketball team with a loss to Michigan on Sunday night.
By JORDAN GARRETSON
jordan-garretson@uiowa.edu

The Iowa women’s basketball team trailed Michigan 52-51 with 11 seconds
remaining inside CarverHawkeye Arena on Sunday evening.
Freshman Jaime Printy
— who had previously been
a perfect 16-of-16 on the
season from the free-throw
line, including 2-of-2 earlier
in the game — headed to
the charity stripe for a oneand-one opportunity.
A Printy free throw had
been the surest thing for
the Hawkeyes all season
long. In Sunday’s closing
seconds, it was not.
As the ball approached
the cylinder, the Marion
free-throw
native’s
attempt appeared to look
good. But just a split-second later, Printy’s ball
found a way to rim out of
the basket.
The Wolverines recovered the rebound and
avoided the Hawkeyes’
frantic attempts at a foul,
converting a lay-up with
one second left.
Michigan (5-2, 1-0 Big
Ten) escaped Iowa City
with a 54-51 victory over
Iowa (5-4, 0-1).
Less than an hour later,
with the seats of Carver now
void of the 2,856 fans that
attended the game, Iowa
associate head coach Jan
Jensen found Printy once
she emerged onto the hardwood from the locker room.
Jensen didn’t waste a
second before embracing
the disappointed freshman. She clapped for
Printy before wrapping
her up for a comforting
hug. Jensen followed that
with words of advice for
the 5-11 guard.
“I kind of use some
humor sometimes,” Jensen
said. “They’re feeling like
it’s the end of the world.”
Jensen reminded Printy
she’s a freshman — and it
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Iowa freshman guard Theairra Taylor watches during the Hawkeyes’ game against Michigan at CarverHawkeye Arena on Sunday. Taylor led Iowa in scoring in its 54-51 loss.

Taylor rebounds
KC MCGINNIS/THE DAILY IOWAN

Freshman guard Jaime Printy is knocked down by Michigan guard
Veronica Hicks during Iowa’s game against Michigan in CarverHawkeye Arena on Sunday. Printy scored five points in Iowa’s first
conference loss, 54-51.
was good she wasn’t a sen- That mark included a 3ior that ended her career point rate of 2-of-14.
As a team, Iowa turned
on that shot.
“You just have to remind the ball over 18 times. The
them that life has ups and Hawkeyes also shot a seadowns, and basketball’s son-low 36.2 percent from
just like it,” Jensen said. the floor — a stat that Iowa
“Just remind her — you’re head coach Lisa Bluder
going to hit the game-win- lauded the suffocating
ner sometime. You’re so Wolverine defense for.
young. You’re going to hit
Ultimately, the 10thit from the baseline one year head coach credited
day. You’re going to hit the the defeat to her players
free-throw one day. But still developing an underthis wasn’t the day.”
standing of how to win
Printy may have missed close games.
a free-throw that would
“Unfortunately, these
have set her up for a sec- close games, we’re just not
ond, possible game-win- winning,” said Bluder,
ning one, but Iowa head whose team has suffered
coach Lisa Bluder noted three losses by a combined
Printy’s opportunity was 11 points. “Basically we’ve
not the only one that the lost four games by three
Hawkeyes failed to seize points. That’s hard,
on Sunday.
because it really comes
“I felt good about [Printy down to one possession.
at the free-throw line], but That’s hard to take. But at
there are a lot of situations the same time, we know
that happened before we’re there, and we have to
then,” Bluder said. “Missed keep remembering that so
offensive rebounds, missed that we can start winning
defensive rebounds. I don’t some of these close games.”
and
the
Printy
want to look at one last
thing in the game like that, Hawkeyes won’t have to
but certainly, I’m sure she’s wait long to get a chance to
redeem themselves. Iowa
thinking about it.”
Printy and her back- will next travel to Ames for
court counterpart, sopho- its annual clash with Iowa
more point guard Kamille State (5-1) on Thursday.
Wahlin, combined to shoot Tip-off is set for 7 p.m. at
just 4-of-24 from the field. Hilton Coliseum.

Theairra Taylor learns mental toughness after suffering
through a torn ACL earlier this year.
By EVELYN LAU
evelyn-lau@uiowa.edu

A torn ACL didn’t stop
her, and neither did a fractured eye socket.
Freshman
guard
Theairra Taylor has
worked hard to return to
full health after suffering
through some painful
injuries this year.
Despite those tough circumstances, her play on
the court can be best
described as aggressive.
Arguably the best defensive player on the women’s
basketball team, Taylor
showcased her defensive
agility with four blocks
and three steals in a 54-51
loss against Michigan on
Sunday night.
Playing 32 minutes and
scoring a team-high 13
points, Taylor played an
integral role in keeping the
Hawkeyes close in their
Big Ten season opener.
“Theairra, I thought,
played very well in the
second half on both sides
of the court,” Iowa head
coach Lisa Bluder said. “I
thought she just looked a
lot more comfortable in
the second half. Again,
she’s got a great career in
front of her.”
The St. Paul, Minn.,
native tore her ACL during
her final high-school game
in late March. She

described the injury as
“excruciating” and said she
could feel her knee pop and
tear. Taylor had doubts
about her future and how
she would be able to contribute to the Hawkeyes.
“There was so much
going on [in my head],” Taylor said about the injury. “I
was thinking about the
accolades that I wouldn’t be
able to receive. The All-Star
games I wouldn’t be able to
play in. Would I even be
able to play college ball my
freshman year without redshirting?”
The first month after
surgery, she worked on
trying to get her knee to
bend it or lift up. After
that, she moved to using a
bike and treadmill to rehabilitate her knee in hopes
of being ready for the start
of the season.
Her devotion to being
healthy paid off as she had
one of the fastest recoveries Bluder had ever seen.
After making her debut
against Northern Iowa on
Nov. 22, Taylor has shown
resiliency with her fierce
play on the court. At only
5-11, she’s second on the
team in blocks with eight,
and first in steals with 12
on the season.
“I love it,” freshman teammate Jaime Printy said.
“She’s so athletic and really
good at reading where the

ball is. She’s a great defender. It’s fun to watch.”
Taylor’s play hardly
show signs of a player who
once suffered a seriously
knee injury. If it weren’t
for her brace, she would
hardly notice it herself.
“With the adrenaline,
and being on the court
with the crowd going, you
don’t think about those
things,” she said. “If I didn’t have a brace on, I
wouldn’t even know my
ACL was once torn.”
If anything, the injury
has only taught her how to
be more mentally tough in
adverse situations.
Near the end of the game,
with the Hawkeyes trailing
by one point, Taylor grabbed
a defensive rebound and
was fouled by Michigan’s
Dayeesha Hollins.
With only 26.8 seconds
remaining, she missed the
free throw that would
have tied up the game.
Instead of getting down on
herself, she knew the
experience was one she
would learn from and be
better off in the future for.
“It was something I
never experienced,” Taylor
said. “All in all, it was a
great experience to be out
there, being a freshman in
the last minutes of the
game. You’ve just got to
pull these ones out. It
hurts.”
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IOWA 18, IOWA STATE 16

No. 1 Iowa bests cross-state rival

JULIE KOEHN/THE DAILY IOWAN

Iowa 184-pounder Phillip Keddy grapples with Iowa State’s Jerome Ward at Hilton Coliseum in Ames on Sunday. Keddy lost, 5-3.

Results

Cy-Hawk Series

125 — No. 16 Matt McDonough (I) dec. No. 12 Andrew Long (ISU), 13-7
133 — No. 4 Daniel Dennis (I) dec. No. 5 Nick Fanthorpe (ISU), 10-8 SV
141 — No. 2 Nick Gallick (ISU) dec. No. 7 Dan LeClere (I), 8-6 SV
149 — No. 1 Brent Metcalf (I) pinned No. 15 Mitch Mueller (ISU), 5:50
157 — Aaron Janssen (I) dec. Andrew Sorenson (ISU), 8-6
165 — No. 5 Jon Reader (ISU) dec. No. 4 Ryan Morningstar (I), 4-3
174 — No. 2 Jay Borschel (I) dec. No. 12 Duke Burk (ISU), 10-4
184 — No.18 Jerome Ward (ISU) dec. No. 2 Phillip Keddy (I), 5-3
197 — No. 1 Jake Varner (ISU) major dec. No. 10 Chad Beatty (I), 12-4
Hwt. — No. 5 David Zabriskie (ISU) dec. Blake Rasing (I), 3-1

Iowa 7, Iowa State 6
Point Value
Event
Volleyball
2 points
Football
3 points
2 points
Soccer
Men’s X-Country 2 points
Women’s X-Country 2 points
Wrestling
2 points

Location

Result

Iowa City
3-1, Iowa State
Ames
35-3, Iowa
Iowa City
2-0, Iowa
Springfield, Mo. Iowa State (3rd)
Springfield, Mo. Iowa State (3rd)
Ames
18-16, Iowa

Iowa 141-pounder Dan LeClere
takes position before his bout
with Iowa State’s Nick Gallick
in the Hilton Coliseum on
Sunday. Despite LeClere’s loss
in sudden victory, 8-6, Iowa
won the meet, 18-16.

JULIE KOEHN/THE DAILY IOWAN

Above: Iowa wrestlers wait to be announced before the start of Iowa’s
meet against Iowa State at Hilton Coliseum on Sunday. Iowa won the
meet, 18-16.
Below: Iowa State fans cheer after Iowa State 184-pounder Jerome
Ward wins a bout against Iowa’s Phillip Keddy in the Hilton Coliseum
on Sunday. Iowa won the meet, 18-16.

JULIE KOEHN/THE DAILY IOWAN
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Iowa 157-pounder Aaron Janssen grapples with Iowa State’s Andrew Sorenson in the Hilton Coliseum on Sunday. Janssen won, 8-6.
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Giants dump Dallas Saints keep marching
By JOSEPH WHITE

By BARRY WILNER
Associated Press

Associated Press

EAST RUTHERFORD,
N.J. — The New York
Giants used a bunch of big
plays to scramble the NFC
East standings Sunday.
Brandon Jacobs had the
Giants’ longest play of the
season for just a few minutes, then Domenik Hixon
topped it, lifting New York
past Dallas, 31-24.
The Giants (7-5) tightened the NFC East with
their win, dropping Dallas
(8-4) into a tie with
Philadelphia for the lead.
New York has swept Dallas
this season and plays
Philadelphia here next Sunday night. The Eagles have
a victory over the Giants
and a loss to Dallas already.
The bruising Jacobs
showed his versatility
when he covered 74 yards
after taking a short pass
from Eli Manning, his
touchdown putting the
Giants ahead 21-17 in the
third quarter. Not to be outdone, Hixon went 79 yards
with a punt return for a
lead
in
the
31-17
final period.
New York won despite
huge stats for Dallas tight
end Jason Witten, wide
receivers Roy Williams
and Miles Austin, and
quarterback Tony Romo,
who is 5-9 in December
games. Witten included his
500th career catch among
a career-best 14 receptions
for 156 yards. Romo went
41 of 55 for 392 yards, a
career high, and three
TDs, two to Roy Williams.
Austin had 10 catches for
104
yards
and
one touchdown.
After Williams’ second
TD reception, a 5-yarder off
superb play-action by
Romo, gave Dallas a 17-14
edge, New York answered
immediately. Jacobs galloped down the left sideline, barely avoiding going
out of bounds on his
74-yard romp.

LANDOVER, Md. — The
New Orleans Saints had no
business winning. Two of
their biggest plays were
unbelievable flukes, bad
mistakes that somehow
morphed into positive
results. Then they needed
the other team’s kicker to
miss a 23-yard field goal
just to stay alive, and a
freeze-frame replay reversal
to get the ball in overtime.
But the Saints are living a charmed life these
days, and the Washington
Redskins are as snakebit
as can be. New Orleans
trailed by 10 in the fourth
quarter Sunday and
played more than four
quarters without holding
a lead — until Garrett
Hartley kicked an 18-yard
field goal 6:29 into the
extra period for a
33-30 win.
“I don’t know about the
voodoo, but I definitely
believe in destiny,” said
Drew Brees, who led a notime-out, 80-yard drive in
just 33 seconds to tie the
game late in regulation. “I
believe in karma, and
what goes around comes
around. We’ve been on the
other side of this deal
probably too many times,
and maybe it’s our time,
that we start catching
some of the breaks.”
Catching the breaks?
That sure explains how
the Saints are now 12-0
with the NFC South title
in hand. How else to
explain a badly shanked
punt that turns into a 29yard gain, or an interception by Brees that somehow becomes a touchdown
for teammate Robert
Meachem?
“Crazy plays,” linebacker
Jonathan Vilma said.
“When you’re hot, you’re
hot. And sometimes it’s better to be lucky than good.”
New Orleans also
showed it can brave the

BILL KOSTROUN/ASSOCIATED PRESS

New York Giant quarterback Eli Manning (10) congratulates Domenik
Hixon as Hixon is carried off the field by Justin Tuck (91) after Hixon
returned a punt for a touchdown in the fourth quarter against the
Dallas Cowboys at Giants Stadium in East Rutherford, N.J.,
on Sunday.
After Nick Folk missed a
42-yard field goal in the
fourth quarter, Steve
Smith’s 25-yard reception
and Ahmad Bradshaw’s
29-yard run set up
Lawrence Tynes’ 23-yard
kick for a 24-17 lead.
Then Hixon clinched it
b y s u r p a s s i n g Ja co b s ’
effort with a scintillating
79-yard punt runback in
which he ran into a pile,
got free, cut right and
down the sideline behind
a stream of solid blocks.
E v e n t h o u g h Da l l as
had the ball for nearly 39
minutes, the Giants’ ability to grab big chunks of
yards and quick points
was decisive.
The Cowboys dominated possession in the first
ha l f, i f n o t t h e s co reboard. They grabbed a 100 lead on Folk’s 34-yard
field goal and Williams’ 4yard TD reception that
set
up
by
wa s
two fumbles.
Ahmad Bradshaw lost
the ball at New York’s 26,
with Jay Ratliff forcing
the fumble and recovering
it. Then Dallas was helped
immensely by a replay
reversal one play before
Williams beat Corey Webster in the corner of the
end zone.
Tashard Choice lost the

ball on a third-down run
from the 7, and Giants cornerback Terrell Thomas
recovered. But the Cowboys challenged and were
rewarded when Choice
was ruled down by referee
Bill Leavy.
New York responded by
covering 74 yards in four
plays, with top draft pick
Hakeem Nicks scoring on
a 21-yard pass from Manning. Terrence Newman
gambled for an intercept i on, but m i s s ed, and
Nicks sprinted down the
r i ght s i del i ne for t he
score.
Three plays later, the
Giants were threatening
again. Mathias Kiwanuka forced Marion Barber’s fumble that defensive end Osi Umenyiora
— who lost his starting
job this week — returned
24 yar ds, pal m i ng t he
ball in his right hand as
he scooted down the left
sideline.
T wo pas s es t o St eve
Smith netted 27 yards,
and Jac obs s ur ged i n
from the 1 with 19 seconds left. Even though
the Cowboys had possession for 21 minutes of the
half, they trailed by four
points at the break.
It didn’t get any better
for Dallas.

cold, winning a sub-40
degree game for the first
time since 1995. Well,
maybe. The defense, led by
former Redskin defensive
coordinator
Gregg
Williams, offered minimal
resistance, allowing Washington to pile up 455 yards
and score 30 points for the
first time in Jim Zorn’s 28
games as coach.
“When we do this long
enough,” Saints coach Sean
Payton said, “you find yourself on the end of wins
maybe sometimes that you
feel fortunate to have.”
The biggest number for
Washington (3-9) was
three — as in the number
of consecutive losses in
which they’ve blown a
fourth-quarter lead.
“I don’t think the better
team won today,” Redskins center Casey
Rabach said. “We had
some bad breaks, some
bizarre things happened.”
Asked if he thought
there was any way his
team could lose when
leading convincingly in
the fourth quarter, receiver Devin Thomas said:
“There’s always a way
possible — especially
with our team — with
this little curse we got
where we can’t ever get
over the hump.”
So how did it happen?
Leading 30-23, the Redskins marched downfield
and set up the gimme field
goal that would have put
the game out of reach. But
Shaun Suisham pushed
the attempt wide right
from a mere 23 yards with
1:52 to play.
Brees went right to work,
moving quickly before hitting Meachem wide open
over the middle for a 53yard touchdown with 1:19
to go, essentially sending
the game to overtime.
The Redskins had the
ball to start the extra period, but Mike Sellers fumbled when he was upended by Chris McAlister

after making a catch — a
turnover that was only
verified after a meticulous
replay reversal — giving
the Saints the ball at the
Washington 37. Brees
needed only seven plays to
march New Orleans to the
1 before Hartley made the
game-winning kick.
Meachem’s first-half touchdown was just a big, but
much more unorthodox.
The sequence started
when the Saints punted
from their own 30. Thomas
Morstead shanked the
kick so badly that it hit
Washington’s totally helpless Kevin Barnes flush on
the back near the sideline.
New Orleans recovered at
the Redskins 41.
Four plays later, facing
third-and-26 at the Redskins
44,
Brees
backpedalled under pressure and threw a desperation pass deep over the
middle toward Jeremy
Shockey in triple coverage. Kareem Moore dived
over Shockey’s back to
make an interception,
rolled over, got up and ran
14 yards before Meachem
simply took the ball away
from an upright Moore
and started running down
the sideline — high-stepping 44 yards for the
team’s ninth return
touchdown of the season,
tying the game at 17 and
changing the momentum
with 22 seconds left in the
first half.
“It was a huge play,”
Payton said. “It’s your
game changer.”
NOTES: Brees went 35
for 49 for 419 yards with
two touchdowns and one
interception. Meachem
caught eight passes for 142
yards. … Washington’s
Jason Campbell, frequently
picking on first-round draft
pick Malcolm Jenkins, completed 30 of 42 passes for a
career-high 367 yards and
three
touchdowns
with one interception.

Bears hang on to beat Rams, end losing streak
early in the third quarter
and headed to the locker
room a few minutes later
after being checked out on
the sideline.
Josh Brown booted a 48yard field goal to pull St.Louis
within 10-6 with 8:50 left in
the third, but Cutler gave the
Bears some room when he hit
Bennett with that TD pass
late in the period.
Forte ran for 91 yards on
24 carries, and the Bears
pulled this one out after an
eventful week that saw
Smith acknowledge his job
scrutiny and Brian Urlacher sound off in a Yahoo!
Sports article. The injured
linebacker took some shots
at Cutler and Forte while
questioning the direction of
the organization.

By ANDREW SELIGMAN
Associated Press

CHICAGO — Jay Cutler
and the Chicago Bears
looked as though they were
headed to an easy win.
Instead, they had to hang
on to beat lowly St. Louis.
Cutler fizzled after a
strong start, throwing for
143 yards and a touchdown
without an interception,
and the Bears beat the
Rams, 17-9, Sunday after
dropping four straight and
six of seven.
Cutler threw for 131
yards in the first quarter as
the Bears built a 10-0 lead.
After that? Chicago went to
the run, St. Louis rallied,
and Bear receiver Devin
Hester left the game with a
calf injury.
The Bears (5-7) gave up
112 yards rushing to
Steven Jackson but kept
the Rams (1-11) out of the
end zone for the fourth
time this season even
though Pro Bowl linebacker Lance Briggs
missed the game with a
sprained left knee. They
did just enough after allowing 537 yards the previous
week in a 36-10 loss at
Minnesota, with a late
interception by Hunter Hillenmeyer — the second of
his career — helping preserve the win.
No matter how uninspired it was, the Bears
needed this.
Mired in one of their
worst slumps in years,
they’re staring at their
third-straight postseason
miss since the 2006 team’s
run to their Super Bowl.
Coach Lovie Smith and
general manager Jerry
Angelo have come under
heavy criticism along with
Cutler, the man whose
arrival sparked a surge of
optimism.
There is little of that
around Chicago, after

M. SPENCER GREEN/ASSOCIATED PRESS

St. Louis Ram running back Kenneth Darby (34) is stopped by Chicago Bear linebacker Jamar Williams
(52) during the second half in Chicago on Sunday.
everything fell apart following a 3-1 start. Things
were particularly tense
after last week’s game,
when the Vikings rolled up
the most yards by a Bears’
opponent in 27 years.
On Sunday, Jackson was
as effective as usual for the
Rams even though he was
questionable with a sore
back, but he had little help.
Kyle Boller threw for just

113 yards and got sacked
three times.
Cutler, the league leader
with 20 interceptions, was
just 8-for-17 but kept the
ball out of the opposition’s
hands after getting picked
off 15 times in the previous
seven games. His 3-yard
TD strike to Bennett on
third down with 1:23 left in
the third made it 17-6, but
Cutler did most of his dam-

age in the opening quarter.
He hit Hester with a 48yard pass that set up a 1yard touchdown run by
Matt Forte and connected
with Earl Bennett on a season-long 71-yarder that led
to a field goal by Robbie
Gould, but things got tense
for the Bears after that.
Hester limped off the
field following a 4-yard loss
on an end-around play

NOTES: Bear LT Orlando Pace was inactive after
injuring his groin and was
not available to play
against his former team, so
Chris Williams moved from
the right side to his more
natural position. Kevin
Shaffer started at right
tackle. … With Briggs out,
Jamar Williams started at
weakside linebacker. … TE
Desmond Clark (neck)
missed his third straight
game. … Rams S Oshiomogho Atogwe hurt his
shoulder. … G Richie Incognito was back for the Rams
after missing four games
with a sprained ligament
in his right foot. … Adam
Goldberg was at right tackle for Jason Smith, who is
sidelined by a concussion.
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Men show off
new gym skills
By CLARK CAHILL
clark-cahill@uiowa.edu

There is always a sense of
anticipation and excitement
for the start of a new season.
But the Iowa men’s gymnastics team had more to look
forward to this time around.
After an off-season full of
working on new, more difficult routines in an effort to
increase individual start
values — the maximum
number of points one can
earn according to potential
difficulty of a routine — the
Hawkeyes were finally able
to put it all together in the
annual Black & Gold
Invitational on Dec. 5.
“We started our routines
a lot earlier than we normally do this past off-season,” junior gymnast Mike
Jiang said. “We seemed a
lot more prepared than
normal for this point of the
year, and it was definitely
our best performance for
the Black and Gold meet
since I’ve been here.”
Iowa head coach Tom
Dunn said he was very
pleased with the effort from
his team and echoed
Jiang’s thoughts.
“We are definitely ahead of
where were last year at this
point,” Dunn said. “Our guys
performed pretty much how I
thought they would, but it
was nice to see it put together
in competition format.”
The Hawkeyes got solid
performances from its veteran gymnasts and freshmen.
Senior Jon Buese, who
competed in the NCAA individual championships in the
all-around last season, carded the team’s highest scores
in the parallel bars at 13.85
and the high bar at 14.10.
Junior Ben Ketelsen
squeaked out the high vault
score with a 15.35, and
Jiang took the pommel
horse with a 14.55.
A nice bright spot for the
Hawkeyes, which bodes well
for the future, was the
performance from freshman
Matt “Chewy” McGrath, who
tabbed the high score on the
floor exercise with a 14.60
and the rings with a 14.20.
Dunn said he was happy
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Tracksters positive
after intrasquad
The Iowa men’s
and women’s
indoor track
teams open
their seasons at
home.
By MICHÈLE DANNO
michele-danno@uiowa.edu

JOE SCOTT/THE DAILY IOWAN

Danny Kuklinski practices on the rings during men’s gymnastics
practice in the Field House on April 13. The team held an intrasquad
meet over the weekend.
with the effort from McGrath
and the other freshmen.
“You can see them do well
in practice, but real competition is different, and I think
they all handled it very
well,” he said.
The main purpose for the
Black and Gold competition
is to give the coaches and
team members an idea of
where they stand before
actual competition, which
will
begin
for
the
Hawkeyes on Jan. 16, 2010,
at the Windy City Invitational in Chicago.
Buese, who participated
in his fourth Black & Gold,
said he was encouraged
with the performance of his
team but was a little worried about the floor exercise.
“The floor didn’t get a lot
of hits, but otherwise everything else was pretty solid,”
he said. “There were a few

bright spots like McGrath,
but we need to get better in
our floor routines.”
The Black & Gold Invitational’s atmosphere was
boosted by a large, enthusiastic crowd. Fans of every
age turned out in huge
numbers leaving several
with no choice but to stand
or sit on the floor.
“It has been like that for
the past few years,” Buese
said. “But it is always good
to see a great turnout for
one of our events.”
Dunn said he was pleasantly surprised with the
large turnout, noting that it
was one of the best he has
seen for the event.
“That was fantastic,” he
said. “I was a little concerned because we were
competing with a basketball game, but it turned out
really well.”

Both the Iowa men’s
and women’s track
teams will try to improve
their ninth- and 10thplace indoor conference
finishes in the 2009
indoor track season, so
they tested their 2010
squads by competing
against themselves in an
intrasquad meet Sunday.
Mem ber s of both
team s s ai d t hi s m ee t
would be a good opportunity for the programs’
many newc om er s to
c om pet e for t he fi r st
time at the collegiate
level.
A nd wom en’s hea d
coach Layne Anderson
said the experience was
a “real positive” for his
freshmen.
Senior distance runner Hannah R oede r
agreed, and she said she
has confidence in the
new class.
“I think last year we
had a lot of gaps,” she
said. “This year, we’re
filling those gaps with
quality newcomers, so I
think there’s improvement across the board.”
T he wom en’s t eam
needed to improve on
throwing — an area in
whi ch A nder s on s aid
Iowa has never excelled.
Five of the six throwers
are freshmen, he said,
and the sixth is only a
sophomore.
The young Hawks set
personal records in the
intrasquad meet, and
Anderson said he feels
more confident in the
throwing events.
On the track, Ander-

JOE SCOTT/THE DAILY IOWAN

Junior Frank Prill pole-vaults during the track meet in the
Recreation Building on Feb. 20. Prill took third place in the pole
vault.
son noted f reshman distance runners who
sprinter Raven Moore as ran the mile, said he
one woman who “stood could see why the coachout in [my] mind.” Moore es did not schedule
competed in the 60- many long races. He said
meter dash and finished the transition f rom
with a final time of 7.66. cross-country to track
The 7.66 time is the season takes time, and
ninth- best f inish in he was not able to run
Hawkeye history. Moore the mile to his f ull
tied senior teammate potential.
“I’m just working back
Rhonda Trusty, who currently holds the sixth into it,” he said. “I need
highest time in that race to get some track workouts in before I can realfor at Iowa.
For the men’s 60- ly compete. I’m not too
meter dash, D ’Juan worried, though, because
Richardson tied Zeke I still have two months
to get in shape.”
Sayon at 6.90 seconds.
Holmes finished secOn the field side, the
men’s high jump got the ond of tw o runners
crowd cheering with jun- behind junior Brian
ior G raham Valdes, Marchase. Although
sophomore Jeffrey Her- Holmes led f or more
ron, and senior D an than half the race, Marchase picked up the pace
Rolling clearing 6-10.
The f ourth jumper, in the third quarter and
f reshman Matt New- finished seven seconds
man, showed signs of ahead of Holmes.
Although he was not
potential for his college
personally satisfied with
career by clearing 6-8.
The meet focused on his performance, Holmes
said, he was more
sprints and field events.
Only a few distance focused on supporting
runners, for both men his track- only teamand women, competed. mates.
“I feel like the track
Anderson said this was
because the harriers just team put more effort in
finished a long, competi- the off-season this year,
tive cross-country sea- and it’s nice to see where
son, so he “didn’t need or everyone is at,” he said.
want to see them com- “This meet is a stepping
stone, and it proved that
peting yet.”
Redshirt f reshman this year the bar has
Nick Holmes, one of two definitely been raised.”
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“

Every great advance in natural knowledge has involved
the absolute rejection of authority.
— Thomas H. Huxley

”

CAN’T GET ENOUGH SUDOKU?

the ledge
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This column reflects the opinion of the
author and not the DI Editorial Board, the
Publisher, Student Publications Inc., or the
University of Iowa.

ANDREW R. JUHL
andrew-juhl@uiowa.edu

We hold these
truths to be
self-evident (and
a little nerdy)
• If we’re going to spend
roughly $73 billion on the war
in Afghanistan in 2010, can’t
we just invest that money in
trying to build ourselves a
Voltron instead? Seriously, I
think the Afghan people
would fall in line under the
looming threat of a 50-story
robot made from five smaller,
laser-puking lion robots.
• Devoutness to World of
Warcraft is just as legitimate
as devoutness to a religion,
only their reward is eternal
life and our reward is a
never-ending progression of
marginally better pretend
armor and weaponry.
• There needs to be a nerd
equivalent of the Fifth
Amendment, protecting us
against divulging our hobbies to
new people in public. “I refuse
to answer on the grounds that
it would expose me as a shameful, lame person.”
• Instead of putting dead relatives’ ashes into urns, it’d be
nice if we could put them into
Pokéballs and call on their
specialties when you need
them. Like, if it were your
turn to make Christmas dinner, you could pull out your
collection of Pokéballs and
yell, “Grandma Smithwick, I
CHOOSE YOU!”
• Heroes NEVER really die
in comic books. They just go
away for awhile. It’s like
sending a child off to camp;
sure it’s hard, but you just
wipe away the tears, think of
the good times, and pray
they don’t return from their
sojourn wearing S&M gear
and hooked on drugs.
• For all the advanced technology in the Star Wars
Universe, you’d think, at
some point, some inventive
Jedi or Sith apprentice would
have come up with the simple idea of a wrist lanyard
for their lightsabers.
Because, you know, those
things seem to get knocked
out of their hands with surprising regularity.
— Andrew R. Juhl notes another simple
safety feature noticeably lacking on Rebel
and Trade Federation vessels: railings.

Think you’re pretty funny? Prove it.
The Daily Iowan is looking for Ledge
writers. You can submit a Ledge at
daily-iowan@uiowa.edu.
If we think it’s good, we’ll run it — and
maybe contact you for more.
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Deb Rae displays her porcelain jewelry collection at the Holiday Thieves’ Art Market held
in the IMU on Sunday. Her pieces are each made with a high fire clay, and then molded with
a different decorative technique.

UITV schedule
4:10 p.m. International Year of Astronomy
Lecture, “Exploring the Ancient Climate of
Mars,” Ingrid Ukstins Peate, Sept. 2
5:10 “Zoonotic Infections: Their Importance
and Neglect,” Gregory Gray, Epidemiology
and International Programs, Aug. 25
6 Todd Lickliter News Conference
6:30 Kirk Ferentz Bowl News Conference
7 “Supernovae: Stars that Explode,” Randall
McEntaffer, UI Physics & Astronomy, Nov. 11

horoscopes

Monday, December 7, 2009
— by Eugenia Last

ARIES March 21-April 19 Take on a challenge, and you can prove a point and show how
capable you are. Get together with people who can help you take an impossible
task and turn it into a positive experience. Present your plans with sincerity.
TAURUS April 20-May 20 Hang on to your cash. This is not the time to give
when you have your own burdens to deal with. Don’t be swayed by someone trying to make you feel guilty. Keep spending to a limit.
GEMINI May 21-June 20 Take the time to get your home and yourself ready for
upcoming festivities. It’s the hands-on approach and the ability to do things
within a tight budget that will impress others the most. Consolidation and
a strict budget will ease your stress.
CANCER June 21-July 22 It’s important that you stay on top of both domestic
and professional matters that can affect your future. Now is a good time to
stabilize your position by strengthening what you already have to offer.
Pick up additional skills.
LEO July 23-Aug. 22 The limitations or burdens that others have created emotionally must be diminished so you can focus on your professional future.
Don’t give in to distraction or temptation. Challenges will test your talents.
VIRGO Aug. 23-Sept. 22 Observe, but don’t speak your mind if you want to
avoid someone’s meddling in your affairs or questioning your ability.
Concentrate on the people who mean the most to you both personally and
professionally. Love is in the stars.
LIBRA Sept. 23-Oct. 22 Trouble will follow if you aren’t careful about what you say
in the heat of a discussion with a friend, neighbor, or relative. Busy yourself
with people who are more apt to agree with your position. You will gain the
momentum required to apply your solutions where they’ll count the most.
SCORPIO Oct. 23-Nov. 21 Bide your time, and hold off making comments.
Getting upset with someone who doesn’t see things the same way you do
will be a waste of time and may bring negative results. An unusual situation
regarding your home or a family member will make you question the direction you are going.
SAGITTARIUS Nov. 22-Dec. 21 Expect someone to surprise you with an emotional offer that is hard to refuse. A past partner will want to reconnect. Schedule a
meeting over the holiday season. A challenge will get you ready to take action.
CAPRICORN Dec. 22-Jan. 19 Don’t give in and pay for someone else’s mistake,
even if it is the season to be generous. Be firm when dealing with people
asking for cash donations. Getting involved in something for the wrong reason will have a negative outcome.
AQUARIUS Jan. 20-Feb. 18 Don’t be afraid to speak your mind, especially when it
has to do with relationship concerns and your future. Expect to be questioned
by someone you care about. Explain your position and what you feel you need.
PISCES Feb. 19-March 20 Work hard, play hard, and you will get outstanding
results, personally and professionally. Your persistent nature will pay off
and bring about a change of attitude among your peers. Talks, travel, and
financing may be subject to change.

today’s events

Want to see your super special event
appear here? Simply e-mail the name,
time, date, and location information to:
daily-iowan@uiowa.edu

• Tot Time, Scanlon Gymnasium 9 a.m., 2701 Bradford Drive
• Handmade for the Holidays, 10 a.m., Iowa Artisans
Gallery, 207 E. Washington
• Toddler Story Time,
10:30 a.m., Iowa City Public
Library, 23 S. Linn
• “What can YOU do with a
Communication
Studies
degree?,” 11 a.m., E205 Adler
• Euchre Club, 2 p.m., Legacy
Senior Living Community
1020 S. Scott Blvd.
• Flu Shot Clinic, 4 p.m., St.
Mark’s United Methodist
Church, 2675 E. Washington
• Fit 4 Fun, 4:30 p.m., Performance Health and Fitness
• Dawn’s Bead and Hide
Away Staff Show, 5 p.m.,
220 E. Washington
• Love Lights Ceremoney,
5:30 p.m., Zion Lutheran Church,
310 N. Johnson
• Zakka Sewing: Fabric
Baskets, 6 p.m., Home Ec. Workshop, 207 N. Linn
• Wine Tasting: Portugal,
6:30 p.m., Devotay, 117 N. Linn
• Antichrist, 7 p.m., Bijou
• Peace Corps Informational meeting, 7 p.m., Lindquist
Center Jones Commons
• Monday Night Swing,
7:30 p.m., 515 Field House

• University Band and Concert
Band,7:30 p.m.,IMU Main Ballroom
• Open Mike, with Jay
8
p.m.,
Mill,
Knight,
120 E. Burlington
• Beaches of Agnes, 9 p.m.,
Bijou
• Blues Jam, 9:30 p.m., Yacht
Club, 13 S. Linn
ONGOING
• Abstract Confections, Alicia Brown, Englert Theatre, 221
E. Washington
• After the Flood, Lucy David,
MidWestOne Bank, 102 S. Clinton
• Art in Roman Life, Cedar
Rapids Museum of Art, 410 Third
Ave. S.E.
• Floods of 2008, Johnson
County Historical Society, 310
Fifth St., Coralville
• Grant Wood: In Focus,
Cedar Rapids Museum of Art
• Harvest Art, Tam Bryk, Sara
Lee Brown,Matt Lyvers,Bekah Ash,
and John Coyne, Chait Galleries
Downtown, 218 E.Washington
• Malvina Hoffman: Rodin’s
Last Student, Cedar Rapids
Museum of Art
• Iowa A - Z, Herbert Hoover
Presidential Museum, 210 Parkside Drive, West Branch
• Mauricio Lasansky, Cedar
Rapids Museum of Art

Campus channel 4,
cable channel 17

8 Hearst Castle, A Fabled History and Tour,
Victoria Kastner, Oct. 27
9:10 Todd Lickliter News Conference
9:30 Daily Iowan TV News
9:45 Lisa Bluder Postgame News Conference
10 Kirk Ferentz Bowl News Conference
10:30 Daily Iowan TV News
10:45 Lisa Bluder Postgame News Conference
11 Todd Lickliter News Conference
11:30 Kirk Ferentz Bowl News Conference
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LOST & FOUND

LOST: Soft & supple hands
FOUND:
“Kermit’s Wonderful®
Skincare”
Fareway, Hy-Vee,
Paul’s & Soap Opera
Made-In-Iowa Product

Advertise for
potential
employees in
The Daily Iowan

HELP WANTED

HEARTLAND INN
Guest Services Representative/
Auditor Opening.
Join our team of reliable and
highly motivated individuals.
Opening for part-time Audit
position. Friday and Saturday
nights 11pm-7am.
Apply between the hours of
7am-6pm, Monday- Friday in
person at:
Heartland Inn
87 2nd St., Coralville
ask for the Manager, Debbie.

HELP WANTED

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT- Full-time.
Non-smoker, experienced,
friendly, organized, multi-tasker,
computer literate, bookkeeping
experience helpful. Benefits.
Tomlinson Cannon
(319)337-2225.

PART-TIME Apartment Maintenance and part-time Apartment
Support positions available in
North Liberty.
Flexible availability preferred.
For job description and application, call Carrie at 800-394-1288
ext. 102.
PARTICIPATE in psychology
experiments! Pay is $8/ hour for
intermittent work, not steady
employment. To apply, email
coglabs-psychology@uiowa.edu
SEEKING administrative assistant well versed in basic computer functions, position starts
at $10.00/ hour in Iowa City with
steady raise potential. Call
(713)574-1729 for more information.

PROMPT JUNK CAR
REMOVAL. Call
(319)338-7828.

AUTO SERVICE

APARTMENT
FOR RENT

ROOM FOR RENT

HAIR CARE

EFFICIENCY /
ONE BEDROOM

STORAGE

MOVING

HEALTH &
FITNESS

fax: 319-335-6297
daily-iowan-classified@uiowa.edu

AUTO PARTS

DAILY IOWAN CLASSIFIEDS
(319)335-5784, (319)335-5785
e-mail:
daily-iowanclassified@uiowa.edu
TWO bedroom, one bath, close
to bus stop, off-street parking,
W/Ds in building. $590/ month
includes H/W. 840 Maggard St.
Westwinds (319)354-3792.

THREE / FOUR
BEDROOM

ALWAYS ONLINE
www.dailyiowan.com

PETS

WANT A SOFA? Desk? Table?
Rocker? Visit HOUSEWORKS.
We've got a store full of clean
used furniture plus dishes,
drapes, lamps and other household items. All at reasonable
prices. Now accepting new consignments.
HOUSEWORKS
111 Stevens Dr.
(319)338-4357

319-335-5784
319-335-5785

914 WESTSIDE DR.Two bedroom, 1-1/2 bath, W/D,
two car garage.
$850 plus utilities.
RCPM (319)887-2187.

502 N.DODGETwo bedroom, one bath, close
to downtown area, busline,
EXPERT low cost solutions to on-site laundry. $625, water
your car problems. Visa and paid. RCPM (319)887-2187.
Mastercard accepted.
AD#209. Efficiency, one, and
McNiel Auto Repair.
two bedrooms in Coralville.
(319)351-7130.
Quiet area, parking, some with
deck, water paid. W/D facilities.
Possible flexible lease. Call M-F
121 N. VAN BUREN
9-5pm, (319)351-2178.
Rooms for rent in large house.
Share kitchen/ bath/ laundry. All
ALWAYS ONLINE
utilities paid, $405/ month.
www.dailyiowan.com
RCPM (319)887-2187.
AVAILABLE August 1, close-in,
424 S.LUCAS ST.
quiet, quality two and three
Male graduate student rooms bedroom apartments.
available in large co-op house. www.parsonsproperties.com
JULIA’S FARM KENNELS
Schnauzer puppies. Boarding, Separate bedrooms. Common
kitchen, laundry, and bathgrooming. (319)351-3562.
THE LODGE
rooms. Parking. All utilities, caThe Finest in Student Living
ble, internet included. $405/
OPEN DAILY!
month. Available now.
2 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
HAIRCUTS $10
www.buxhouses.com.
(319)358-3500
Guaranteed lowest priced
(319)354-7262.
www.thelodgeatui.com
salon/spa/nails
BEST location, 412 N.Clinton.
www.icjennysalonspa.com
Beautiful, historic, large rooms.
(319)631-9780
Fee includes free parking, laundry. Available now.
(319)354-4100.
CAROUSEL MINI-STORAGE
AVAILABLE August 1, close-in,
Located 809 Hwy 1 Iowa City LARGE room for female grad quiet, quality one bedroom and
student at 942 Iowa Ave. Share efficiency apartments.
Sizes available:
kitchen, bathrooms, laundry. www.parsonsproperties.com
5x10, 10x20
(319)354-2550, (319)354-1639 Parking. $350/ month, all utilities, cable, internet included. DOWNTOWN one bedroom loft
Available now.
U STORE ALL Self Storage
apartments, H/W paid.
www.buxhouses.com
Individual units from
(319)338-4774.
(319)354-7262.
5’x10’ to 20’x20’.
Concrete buildings, steel doors. ONE large bedroom, quiet FURNISHED, classy, spacious
on downtown park.
Visit us online:
non-smoker, W/D, utilities inOne bedroom (office, fireplace,
www.ustoreall.com
cluded, $350. (319)330-4341.
$950) or studio ($700), flexible
(319)337-3506.
PRIVATE room on busline with lease, internet. (319)530-7445.
shared bathroom and kitchen.
ALWAYS ONLINE
Includes wireless internet, parkwww.dailyiowan.com
MOVING OUT?
ing, utilities, cable. On-site launTwo guys with two trucks will dry. Less than one mile from
help you move.
campus. $300/ month. Call ONE bedroom condominium for
rent. A/C, laundry. One mile
Affordable, reliable, fast and fun. (319)337-8665.
from UIHC. No pets. $550 plus
(319)455-MOVE.
ROOM FOR RENT close to deposit. (563)263-5374.
twoguystwotrucks@gmail.com
downtown. W/D provided.
QUIET, clean efficiency, H/W
MOVING?? SELL UNWANTED $425, utilities paid.
paid, laundry, busline, CoralRCPM (319)887-2187.
FURNITURE IN THE DAILY
ville. No smoking/ pets.
IOWAN CLASSIFIEDS.
(319)337-9376.

HOUSEHOLD
ITEMS

Classifieds

TWO BEDROOM REAL ESTATE
PROFESSIONALS

SCOOTER

TELEMARKETING, part-time
flexible hours, $12/ hour, experience preferred. Iowa City.
(319)936-1217.

TICKETS

OPTOMETRIC ASSISTANT
Part-time, will train.
Monday- Thursday 10-7,
Friday 10-6, Saturday 10-5,
Sunday 11-4. (319)466-0644.

HELP WANTED

STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM
Paid survey takers needed in
Iowa City. 100% FREE to join!
Click on surveys.

BARTENDING! $300/ day potential. No experience necesTOW TRUCK OPERATORS
sary. Training provided.
Several part-time positions
800-965-6520 ext. 111.
available. Flexible but does
include rotating weekends.
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Perfect seasonal job and for
HOLIDAY HELP
students. Willing to train.
$15.00 base-appt
Apply in person 7am-7pm:
1-5 week SEMESTER BREAK Big 10 University Towing
work program. Start after finals! 3309 Highway 1 SW, I.C.
Conditions apply. All ages 17+.
Cust sales/service.
WILL train. Full-time, Monday(319)892-3343
Friday, 8-5. No experience necessary. Artistic ability helps, deFAIRFIELD INN
tail oriented, using wax and
Now Hiring:
plaster in dental lab, $7.50-Part-time Front Desk
$8.50. Contact Brian
-Part-time Night Audit
(319)337-4789.
Dependability, reliability and
experience a plus.
Employment contingent on
background check and drug
NEED Bowl Game tickets.
test.
Will pick up. Pay cash!
Apply in person: 214 W. 9th St., (319)621-6409.
Coralville.
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED.
Permanent part-time position at
all-suites hotel. Pay commensurate with experience. Apply at
the Alexis Park Inn & Suites,
1165 S.Riverside Dr., Iowa City.

ATTENTION UI
STUDENTS!
GREAT RESUME- BUILDER
GREAT JOB!
Be a key to the University's
future! Join
THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
FOUNDATION TELEFUND
up to $9.50 per hour!!!
CALL NOW!
(319)335-3442, ext.417
Leave name, phone number,
and best time to call.
www.uifoundation.org/jobs

HELP WANTED

AUTO DOMESTIC

Moy Yat Ving Tsun Kung Fu.
(319)339-1251

BUYING USED CARS
We will tow.
(319)688-2747

CASH for Cars, Trucks
Berg Auto
4165 Alyssa Ct.
319-338-6688

ROOMMATE
WANTED
MALE

830 Miller Ave. $330 plus
utilities, large bedroom,
W/D provided. (319)354-2720.
SUBLETTING second semester, 707 N.Dubuque, Apt. 2.
Four bedroom, 1-1/2 bathroom,
one room available. $470/
month, $60 parking. Call JT
(712)358-0789.

ROOMMATE
WANTED

$400/ month, utilities included.
927 E.College St. Own room/
bath in four bedroom apartment,
free parking spot. January 15June
1,
January
free.
(563)357-4860.
SPACIOUS attic room, $400.
Clean, quiet, parking, laundry,
close to downtown.
(319)325-9229.

SUBLET January 1. One bedroom, 433 S.VanBuren, clean,
close-in. $595, H/W paid, free
parking. References. No pets.
(319)331-3523, (319)351-8098.
MOVING??
SELL UNWANTED
FURNITURE IN
THE DAILY IOWAN
CLASSIFIEDS
(319)335-5784

TWO BEDROOM

3455 E.COURT/
411 PETERSONTwo bedroom, one bath, on-site
laundry, convenient location to
I-80. $585/ $605, tenant pays
electric. RCPM (319)887-2187.

CONDO
FOR SALE

14 N.JOHNSON, UNIT 6
Four bedroom apartment in
large co-op house. Heat, electric, water included. On-site
laundry. $1000/ month.
Available 1/1/10.
www.buxhouses.com.
(319)354-7262.

DUPLEX
FOR RENT

HOUSE
FOR RENT

MOD POD INC.
Nice two bedroom, two bath
duplex with garage, Iowa City.
Mod Pod Inc. (319)351-0102.

FALL 2010 houses, close-in,
parking, 2- 11 bedroom.
(319)337-5022.
www.remhouses.com

THREE bedroom, quiet,
LARGE house, 14 N.Johnson,
non-smoking, A/C, W/D, $700, close-in. 11 bedrooms, 5 kitch419 S.GOVERNORutilities included.
ens, 4 bathrooms, 2 laundries,
Three bedroom, 1-1/2 bath, (319)330-4341.
garage. Looking for large group
dishwasher, deck, W/D hookof women. Available 8/1/10.
ups, no pets. $750.
$4100/ month plus utilities.
RCPM (319)887-2187.
www.buxhouses.com
(319)354-7262.
AVAILABLE January 2010.
Large three bedroom with two
SIX, 4, 3 and 2 bedroom
MEADOWLARK CONDOSfull baths, five blocks north of
Eastside- two bedroom, one houses for rent, close-in, W/D,
the medical school. W/D in
bath, secure building, carport, dishwasher, A/C, off-street
apartment along with gas firestorage, W/D hookup plus parking. Available 8/1/10.
place. Rent is $1550 which inon-site laundry. Small pet nego- (319)471-3723.
cludes INTERNET and two retiable. $550/ $600 plus utilities. www.hawkeyehouses.com
served parking spaces in a
RCPM (319)887-2187.
heated and secure parking gaTHREE bedroom granny’s
rage. Call (319)631-1236 for
house, large bedrooms,
more info.
close-in, clean, yard, porches,
quiet area, 2- 3 grad students
AVAILABLE January 2010.
preferred, $950. (319)331-5071.
Brand new 3300 sq.ft. duplex
#1 best deal in I.C. Large. Less
unit. Three bedroom with 3-1/2
than $100/ month gas, electric. WHITE HOUSE
baths. Super GREEN with
2000 sq.ft. $1150/ month. No Three bedroom, three bathGEOTHERMAL heat and A/C
pets. Six month lease possible. room, Muscatine Ave. Wood
as well as SOLAR hot water. All
floors, laundry, fireplace, C/A,
Available now and 8/1/10.
amenities included. Ten blocks
buslines, off-street parking. Pet
(319)621-6213.
east of the Pentacrest. $1600
deposit. $1000/ month plus utiliper month. Call (319)631-1236
ties. (319)338-3071.
3- 8 bedrooms.
for more info.
www.icrentals.com
Fall leasing. (319)594-1062.
DAILY IOWAN CLASSIFIEDS
(319)335-5784, (319)335-5785 FOUR bedroom and efficiene-mail:
cies, close-in, pets negotiable.
daily-iowan(319)338-7047.
DOWNTOWN income property
classified@uiowa.edu
for sale. Tenants pay all utilities,
FOUR bedroom, two bath
off-street parking, rented thru
RENT SPECIAL!
house, 900 N.Dodge.
July 2010. (319)341-9385.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
W/D hook-ups, large backyard,
Three- four bedrooms, two bath, off-street parking, $1200/ month
laundry room, free internet, plus utilities.
within walking distance to cam- Westwinds (319)354-3792.
pus. Available now. $955$1215/ month plus utilities. HISTORIC former sorority
DOZENS OF MOBILE HOMES
Westwinds (319)354-3792.
house, Iowa Ave. 10 bedrooms, FOR SALE
6 kitchens, 4 bathrooms, 2 laun- All price ranges
SPACIOUS three bedroom, dries, parking. Looking for large throughout the area.
three bath apartment, hardwood group of women.
Ask about financing,
floors, newly painted, split level, Available 8/1/10.
warranties available.
located at 606 E.Jefferson. Rent $4100/ month plus utilities.
www.kisslisting.com
$1500. Please contact
www.buxhouses.com
K.I.S.S. LISTING SERVICES
(319)331-7487 for showing.
(319)354-7262.
Toll-free 1(888)377-5477

CONDO
FOR RENT
HOUSE
FOR RENT

HOUSE
FOR SALE

MOBILE HOME
FOR SALE

CONDO
FOR SALE

APARTMENT
FOR RENT

NEED TO SELL
YOUR
PROPERTY?
Call The Daily Iowan
to find out
more about our
special offer.
(319)335-5784
daily-iowan-classified@uiowa.edu

CONDO
FOR SALE
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Sports

dailyiowan.com for more sports

Colts keep rolling on
Vick shines in
return to Atlanta
By MICHAEL MAROT
Associated Press

By PAUL NEWBERRY
Associated Press

ATLANTA — Michael
Vick took the snap, sprinted
to his right, made a quick
cut to the left, broke a tackle,
and dove into the end zone.
He wasn’t done, either.
Turns out, No. 7 still
rules Atlanta.
Making quite a return to
the Georgia Dome, Vick
accounted for a pair of
touchdowns — one running, the other passing —
and basked in the cheers of
his former home as the
Philadelphia Eagles thoroughly dominated the
short-handed Atlanta Falcons, 34-7, on Sunday.
The Eagles (8-4) pulled
two games ahead of the
reeling Falcons (6-6) in the
NFC wild-card standings,
bringing a little more clarity to the playoff race. But
most of the attention was
on Vick’s first game in
Atlanta since he went off to
prison for dogfighting.
Vick, a three-time Pro
Bowler with the Falcons and
one of the NFL’s most
dynamic players before his
stunning downfall, ran for a
5-yard touchdown in the
third quarter, his first score
since Oct. 15, 2006. With the
game out of hand, he slipped
a 5-yard scoring pass to
Brent Celek early in the
fourth, his first TD throw
since that final season with
the Falcons.
By then, all the fans who
had showered Vick with
boos when he came in for a
couple of snaps on Philadelphia’s opening possession
had long since gone. Those
who were left — many of
them wearing No. 7 jerseys

— were chanting “We want
Vick.” “We want Vick.”
Deciding that two touchdowns
was
enough,
Philadelphia coach Andy
Reid let third-string quarterback Kevin Kolb finish
out of the game, much to the
chagrin of those fans who
hoped the ex-Falcon would
get even more playing time.
Still, the day was everything — and then some —
that Vick could’ve hoped for.
He played sparingly in his
first nine games with the
Eagles, but coming back to
the city that once hailed him
as its biggest star finally
gave him a chance to shine.
Vick went 2-for-2 passing,
setting up his touchdown
throw with a 43-yard completion to Reggie Brown, and
ran four times for 17 yards.
The
Falcons
sure
could’ve used their former
quarterback.
Five offensive starters,
including quarterback
Matt Ryan, were sidelined
by injuries. That was simply too much to overcome,
even with the Eagles missing a couple of key offensive
players, running back
Brian Westbrook and
receiver DeSean Jackson.
Atlanta scored on the
final play to avoid a
shutout.
Before the game, Vick
chatted with Falcon owner
Arthur Blank and several
former teammates, including receiver Roddy White.
When it was time to get
down to business, No. 7 led
the Eagles out of the tunnel, served as one of the
captains for the coin toss
and got a chance to take a
couple of snaps on Philadelphia’s very first drive.

After that, all he did was
watch — until the Eagles
faced third-and-1 at the
Atlanta 5 on the opening
drive of the third quarter,
leading 13-0 in a game they
had dominated. Trotting on
the field to those familiar
boos, Vick lined up in a
shotgun and pulled off the
sort of play that was so
familiar when he played for
the home team.
Spotting the hole and
taking off, Vick darted into
the end zone for a touchdown that looked as though
it lifted a huge weight off
his shoulders. With the boos
now drowned out by thunderous cheers, Vick hopped
off the turf, pulled away
from his teammates and
headed toward the stands.
He tried to flip the ball
into the crowd but was
thwarted by the net being
raised for the extra point.
The ball deflected into the
hands of fullback Leonard
Weaver, who turned toward
Vick, apparently to ask if he
wanted to keep it.
Already heading toward
the Eagle’s bench, Vick just
pointed toward the stands.
Weaver managed to get it
to a fan on the second try.
Vick did keep the ball
after his TD pass. And when
it was done, he lingered on
the field for interviews, then
trotted off with both arms
raised before blowing kisses
in all directions.
Chris Redman, filling in
for Ryan, had a miserable
game after leading the
Falcons to a last-second
win the week before. Redman was picked off twice,
one of them returned 83
yards for a touchdown by
Sheldon Brown.

INDIANAPOLIS —
Peyton Manning changed
the script for victory No.
21.
It still worked.
Instead of another
patented comeback or
another 300-yard day, the
three-time MVP took control early and played
keepaway from Tennessee, leading the Colts
to a 27-17 victory for
their 21st-consecutive
regular-season win. Only
New England, from 200608, has won that many
games in a row, and Indy
can break the record at
home next week against
Denver.
victory
also
The
extended the Colts’
league mark for most
consecutive 12-win seasons to seven, ended the
Titans’ five-game winning streak, and tied
Indy with the 1990s San
Francisco 49ers for most
victories in a decade
(113).
But unlike November,
when Indianapolis (12-0)
needed five-straight
fourth-quarter rallies to
keep winning, the Colts
spent the second-half
Sunday holding off the
Titans (5-7).
Chris Johnson became
the second running back
in franchise history with
seven-straight 100-yard
games, joining Earl
Campbell. He carried 27
times for 113 yards but
failed to become the first
player in league history
with seven straight 125yard games.
Tennessee had chances.
Twice in the second half,
the Titans went for it on
fourth down in the Colts’
red zone and failed both

MICHAEL CONROY/ASSOCIATED PRESS

Indianapolis Colts quarterback Peyton Manning (18) is congratulated
by tight end Jacob Tamme (84), kicker Pat McAfee, and tight end
Justin Snow (48).
times. Tennessee also
recovered an onside kick
after scoring a late TD,
but turned the ball over
on downs.
That put Manning in
ball-control mode during
a rare second half in
which the Colts managed
only three points.
It was that kind of day.
Indy, which hasn’t lost
in the regular season
since Oct. 27, 2008, at
Tennessee, had its best
rushing day of the season. Joseph Addai ran 21
times for a season-high
79 yards and two touchdowns. Manning was 24of-37 for 270 yards and
one TD, and Pierre Garcon caught six passes for
a career-high 136 yards.
But Manning’s ability
to use most of the clock in
the fourth quarter sealed
the win.
Manning took Indy on a
15-play, 7:23 second drive,
setting up Matt Stover for
a 36-yard field goal with
3:14 left to seal it.
During the week, Manning said he wanted a
fast start — and he wasted no time in making it
happen.
He opened the game by

taking the Colts 75 yards in
1:58, giving the ball to
Addai for an 8-yard TD run.
After Tennessee got a
20-yard field goal from
Rob Bironas, Manning
took the Colts 77 yards in
3:56 with Addai scoring
on a 1-yard run to make
it 14-3.
Then after failing to
convert on Tennessee’s
first turnover, Manning
took advantage of a second chance. Vince Young
was picked off by Jacob
Lacey with 5:43 left in
the half and Manning
responded with a 4-yard
TD pass to Austin Collie
for a 21-3 lead with 1:55
left in the half.
Young finally got the
Titans back into it with a
6-yard TD pass to Kenny
Britt.
But 20 seconds was too
much time for Manning.
The three-time MVP
quickly got the Colts into
field-goal range, thanks
to a 15-yard unsportsmanlike penalty on Tony
Brown that moved the
ball to the Titans 30.
Addai’s 5-yard run set up
Stover for a 43-yard field
goal to make it 24-10 at
the half.

